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CHAPTER I
GENERAL REVIEW

Computer Attitudes
Computers are becoming increasingly pervasive.

If we

define a computer as a device capable of retaining a set of
instructions and using them to perform some operation, the
average individual may interact with a considerable number
of "computers" each day.

Of course, this definition

includes many devices not normally identified as computers:
automated bank tellers, automated vending machines,
programmable calculators, and even some bathroom scales.

A

host of devices in addition to "mainframe" or personal
computers are really computers.

Many more devices exist

only because of microprocessor controls.

As constant

innovation applies computers to new areas, many people with
no previous intention of interacting with computers are
finding it unavoidable.
While it may appear naive to include digital or analog
computers and sophisticated coffee makers in the same
category, this has occurred in the literature surrounding
computer anxiety.

Some discussions have included anxiety

about purchasing, using, possibly damaging, or performing

poorly on such computerized devices as aspects of this
phenomenon.
Some authors, for example Toffler (1971) and Brod
(1984), use such a broad definition to discuss the possible
impact of technology on society.

This phenomenon has been

labeled "Technostress," "Computer Anxiety," "Negative
Computer Attitudes," "High-tech anxiety," "Cyberphobia",
"Microphobia," and "Technological terror," but only a few
authors have usefully defined the problem.

Such cavalier

treatments may actually be detrimental to an accurate
understanding of the phenomenon.

Preliminary research on

the basic concept still remains to be done.
Computer Anxiety or a (negative) Computer Attitude (CA)
has been defined in various studies as a resistance to
talking or even thinking about computers, or as hostile or
aggressive thoughts about computers (Jay, 1981), as
resistance to change (Galagan, 1983), and as "complex
emotional reactions that are evoked in individuals who
interpret computers as personally threatening"
(Raub, 1981, p. 9).
When confronted with computers, people tend to display
a wide range of behaviors ranging from apathy to delight.
Most people adapt to the introduction of computers to their
lives with little or only transitory difficulty.

For some,

however, the situation causes more serious problems.
aspects of CA can be dismissed as irrational.

Some

However, the

associate editor (Rubin, 1983, p. 55) of a popular magazine
directed toward a computer literate audience. Personal
Computing, advised his readers that "some people should be
afraid of computers" and that they should not consider it
abnormal.

Seriousness
Assuming a "normal distribution," some portion of the
populace will be enthusiastic toward computers.

These

people, "cyberphrenics" or "hackers," have recently been the
focus of a growing concern.

The ability of less principled

hackers to obtain access to personal information or to alter
commercial data records has simply confirmed some social
critics' dire predictions.

Zimbardo (1980) has warned that

hackers' fascination with the computer can become an
addiction, eventually to the detriment of their human
relationships.
The opposite end of the distribution is comprised of
"Cyberphobes" or computer anxious individuals.

As Anderson

(1983) pointed out, CA can be socio-economically
debilitating if it limits the numbers or types of careers
available to an individual.

If the phenomenon were limited

to only a few individuals on the fringes of society, or
could be found only among the computer illiterate, it would
be tempting to dismiss it as inconsequential, but according
to published accounts it crosses these and many other
boundaries.
Many writers have supported the seriousness of this
issue.

Powers (1983), for example, discussed a Lotus

Development Corporation survey which found the majority of
American businessmen may be susceptible to CA.

Rothfeder

(1983) wrote that because of CA, computer-training workshops
^

were becoming one of the fastest growing industries in the
country.

In their infancy in 1983, they were predicted to

become a $3 billion market by 1986.
Although CA has been dismissed by some as a
* "generational problem" which would fade away as larger
segments of the population matured in increasingly
computerized environments, some feel that the expression of
CA will simply change as people become more aware of the
vulnerabilities of computer systems.

Wrege's (1984) article

predicted that the increasing number of individuals forced
to use computers would likely cause the amount of CA and
related incidents of sabotage to mushroom from present
levels.

Baumgarte's (1984) study indicated the potential of
serious career and educational consequences for individuals
who react to increasing technological sophistication with
feelings of anxiety or alienation.

Poppel (1980) estimated

that a third of all people in information management
occupations were apprehensive of the introduction of
computers in the work setting.

For a third of these, he

claimed, the anxiety could be debilitating.

Victims
"Frustration and anxiety are a part of daily life for
many users of computerized information systems," writes
Shneiderman (1982, p. 27), "Some people encounter such
serious cases... (of CA)... that they avoid using
computerized systems."

He believes that incidents of this

"electronic age malady" are becoming more common.
Wrege (1982) reports that psychologist Sanford
Weinberg has worked with more than 500 subjects of different
races, classes, and sex in his Computerphobia Laboratory
project.

According to Wrege, he has found that 30% of

students exhibit some degree of Cyberphobia, with 5% of that
group reporting extreme anxiety.

In a study of 200 managers #

changing jobs, Weinberg found CA listed as a chief reason
for their career changes (p. 46).

Surveys by Booz, Allen, and Hamilton, Inc., and Lotus
Development Corporation, cited by Anderson (1983), indicated
^ that 90% of approximately 10 million executives and
professional managers in the U.S. were computer illiterates
and that they might suffer anxiety, insecurity, and even
sweaty palms at the mere thought of using a personal
computer (p. 50).
Empirical investigations into CA have primarily used
participants from educational facilities, either colleges or
high schools.

Getting (1983) found that as many as 10-15%

of college students may have problems using computers
because of CA.

Weeter and Halcomb (1986) found that as many

as 24% of the 157 students in their sample evidenced some
degree of CA according to Getting's Computer Anxiety Scale
(COMPAS).

As Getting pointed out, educationally advantaged

students may be among the less computer anxious segments of
society.

In other populations which are not as young,

willing to learn, and affluent, the percentage at a
disadvantage may be much larger.

Society and the Individual
Many individuals have become concerned about the effect
that technology will have on our society.

Popular works

such as Future Shock (Toffler, 1971), and Nineteen

Eighty-Four (Orwell, 1949) have made dire predictions.

They

have not been alone; works by others (e.g., Wessel, 1974;
Brod, 1984) have also portrayed the impact of the computer
on society as potentially negative.
Changes in our expressive behaviors, that is, our
affect, through the use of computer-mediated communication
were examined in an empirical study by Kiesler, Zubrow,
Moses, and Geller (1985).

Communication via computer was

described by users as frustrating because of an inability to
convey positive affective information.

Users perceived

computer mediated communication to be a hindrance to normal
information exchange which was, in turn, blamed on the other
person.
Holnar (1981) suggested that in the future an ignorance
of computers would result in a functional illiteracy similar
to that which results from ignorance of mathematics,
reading, and writing today.

Apparently many people in the

general population have similar feelings.

A series of

workshops designed to advise the "non-technical" public of
career possibilities in technical areas were first offered
in 1983 (Kammire, 1984; Kammire & Simmermon 1984) with an
initial enrollment of 30 people.

By 1984 enrollment was

over 100 people per month with no signs of decreasing.
Interestingly, one of the workshops was titled: "Overcoming
Computer Anxiety or Learning to Lov-3 Your Computer."
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Computer controlled playthings' impact on children has
also been a topic of concern.

Shell (1980) cautioned that

environment and personality could mediate the impact of
computers on children.

He warned that while some children

could find solace in the control and independence the
computer world offers, "some children become so absorbed in
the electronic attractions that they withdraw completely"
(p. 10).
Brune (1978) surveyed 1030 Canadian households in 1972
to determine the major social concerns about computer use.
Fear of unemployment due to computers was the most common
concern, although the fear that computers would result in
serious errors (particularly in billing) placed a close
second.

Over 60% of the respondents also mentioned a fear

of depersonalization.
Lee (1970) surveyed Americans' attitudes toward
computers in the early 1960s.

He found that reactions to

computers were related to demographic and personality
variables.

According to Lee, there were two major attitude

factors, the "beneficial tool of mankind" perspective, and
the "awesome thinking machine" perspective.

These two

factors were independent, indicating that individuals could
appreciate the potential of the machine, but still be
concerned with possible negative impacts on society.

Hackers.

Concern over the effect of computers on the

individual attracted to them has also surfaced.

Zimbardo

(1980) warned that trends toward depersonalization and
alienation among hackers could have serious and far reaching
societal effects.

Articles addressing the nature of the

"computer user," such as that by Couger and Zwacki (1978),
suggested that programmers did indeed have a significantly
lower-than-typical need for social interactions.
Weizenbaum (1976, p. 44) carried his condemnation of
hackers to an extreme level.

Compulsive programming, in his

opinion, represented "a psychopathology that is far less
ambiguous than, say, the milder forms of schizophrenia or
paranoia."
Deindividuation.

As mentioned above, Kiesler et al.

(1985) found that computer-mediated conversation was
detrimental to users' affect.

One of the more common

complaints about this form of communication is that it
promotes "flaming," a subculture term meaning a sudden
expression of (usually negative) emotion. Additionally,
Scheibe and Erwin (1979) found the use of profanity quite
common in subjects expressing their displeasure at being
beaten by a computer game.
Perhaps because we rapidly become familiar with
computer instructions and responses, we give them a limited
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amount of attention.

As a consequence, we might reduce the

amount of attention given to communication from people when
it appears in this mode.

Kiesler et al. (1985) noted that

via computer-mediated communication, there were more insults
and profanity.

They suggested that conditions seemed

similar to those noted in deindividuation studies.
Unfortunately, it could be a sort of self-fulfilling
prophecy that those most able to use computers to their
advantage may be more prone to introversion and withdrawal.
For example, Hoffman and Waters (1982) found that learning
by computerized instruction seemed to favor those students
who had the ability to concentrate quietly, the capacity to
pay attention to details, and an affinity for memorizing
facts.

Using the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), they

identified these individuals as predominantly "sensing"
types.

Furthermore, students who were "extroverted"

"perceptive" (EP) types tended to drop out of their program.
Of the 38 EP students who began the course, 20 (53%) dropped
out.

Similarly, Pritchard's (1982) description of the type

of student most likely to benefit from such instruction
included a preference for working alone and a degree of
physical passivity.
Discriminat ion.

Computers may be a source of continued

discrimination. Kammire (1934) wrote that some view
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computers as a factor excluding non-technical people from
f full participation in the job market and society. She
questions whether advancing technology will "further isolate
men from women, rich from poor, black from white and young
from old, or whether it will be used to fulfill the promise
of increased human dignity and cooperation" (p. 3). She
felt it was rapidly becoming a question of "haves" and
"have-nots" in terms of computer knowledge.
Angle (1984) was concerned about the equity of education
between the sexes.

The area of greatest concern, she felt,

was computer education.

She reported anecdotal evidence

that males sometimes discouraged females from using
computers in order to have more access themselves.

Another

barrier to computer access noted by Loftus (1982) is the
misconception that computer use by students in areas other
than math and science was a waste of the valuable
capabilities of the machine.

It is apparent that the

implications of CA are not just ethical and social, but
economic as well.

If differential opportunities for

computer literacy continue to grow, large segments of the
* labor force will be rendered increasingly less productive as
a consequence of not being able to function effectively and
comfortably with the computers around them.
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However, one positive note among the discord over
possible computer mediated discrimination is espoused by
Shore (1985, p. 30):
In 1980 there were more than 3,000,000 scientists
and engineers in the United States, including
computer specialists. Only 13 percent of the
scientists and engineers were women, but 27
percent of the computer specialists were women.
Moreover, the proportion and number of women in
computer science and engineering are increasing
rapidly: In 1972-73, only 14.9 percent of the
bachelor's degrees in computer science were earned
by women; in 1980-81, the*figure was 32.5 percent.
Misuse.

The computer may often be misused to the

detriment of employee/manager relationships.

Brod (1984)

provides accounts of Video Display Terminal (VDT) operators
in a variety of industries who have their keystrokes
automatically monitored by the computer they are using.
American Express, according to Brod, monitors the time it
takes an employee to answer the phone and notifies the
manager if it takes more than three rings. Such
redefinition and accountability would be impossible without
the computer.

Use of the machine's capabilities in this

manner reflects a society unaware of the possible
ramifications of such applications.

Unfortunately the

results of such applications are often seen as a factor of
computerization when they are, in fact, the result of
allowing people capable of misusing computers to do so.
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Edwards (1984) makes the point that computers have
become an active partner in crime too.
by the U.S.

She cites a report

Department of Commerce claiming that the loss

resulting from the average computer-assisted embezzlement is
10 times greater than losses from traditional embezzlement.

Problems in CA Research
An implicit assumption in many of the articles and
research reports which discuss CA is that computerization is
desirable in almost every situation.

This attitude

contributes to a tendency to regard anyone (or any
organizaton) resistant to computerization as phobic.
Obviously, this is not the case.

In many instances

computers have been so effectively marketed and promoted
that their complexity, expense, physical constraints, and
limitations are ignored by purchasers.
Such zealous promotion of computers has led to a
perceived link between computer illiteracy and computer
anxiety.

For example, the Longman Dictionary of Psychology

and Psvchiatrv (Goldenson, 1985) dismisses the concept
"computer anxiety" with the notation: "see computer
illiteracy."

While the two concepts are unquestionably

related, computer illiteracy does not fully explain the
phenomenon of CA.
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How we consider an object largely stems from the manner
in which it is used.

Computers connected in an information

network obviously function as communication devices, but in
a study of the adoption of new technology, an automated
(computerized) bank teller was not considered by Hill,
Smith, Mann, and Roberson (1985b) as a relevant facilitator
of communication.

The full nature of the computer must be

understood and methods to assess its impact must be explored
before we can accurately study its relationship with humans.
Failure to recognize a dichotomy in perceptions of the
two primary manifestations of computers, word processors and
analytical devices, is a common failing.

Computers, as word

processors, may be perceived as the tools of secretaries
(predominantly females), while analytical computers are the
tools of (primarily male) engineers and scientists.

An

article by Heller (1981) supports this observation.

Office

workers she interviewed found "computers" much more anxiety
producing and difficult to understand than "word processing"
equipment.

The point is, there are fundamental differences

in our perceptions of a tool depending on the environment it
is used in and the purpose for which it is used.
Other problems in studying this phenomenon mainly
concern the lack of consensus as to exactly what constitutes
CA.

A myriad of articles and empirical studies with
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different intended audiences and widely divergent tasks and
environments have dealt with CA.

Relevant information can

be found in examinations of computerized education, the use
of on-line tutor systems, computerized design, computerized
psychological testing, and commercial applications of
computers, from assembly line robotics to interoffice
communications.

Intended audiences have included the

general public, technicians, psychologists of every
description, teachers, business people, novice users,
experienced users, and many others.

Additionally, in the

rapidly evolving world of computers, a difference of a few
years between studies may mean radically different computer
systems with differences in capability and response.
Largely, I suspect, for reasons of sensationalism and
mass appeal, those authors addressing the probable social
impact of this technology have been largely negative.
Empirical studies have had, for the most part, small numbers
of subjects often chosen without apparent regard to previous
experience, sex, intelligence, or other possible confounds.
Many studies have failed to report the sex ratios of their
subjects or their ages.
been correlational.

A large number of the studies have

Quite a number of different instruments

for such an obscure topic have been developed.

These

include Getting's (1983) Computer Anxiety Scale (COMPAS),
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Nickel and Pinto's (1984) Computer Attitude Scale (CAS),
Torris' (1984) Draw-A-Computer Test, Reece and Gable's
(1982) Attitude toward Computers measure, and
Gressard's (1984b) Computer Attitude Scale.

Loyd and

This list is by

no means exhaustive, for the topic is interesting and may be
lucrative as well.

Simonson (personal communicaton,

December 9, 1985), reported that the Computer Anxiety Index
(CAIN) (Maurer & Simonson, 1984) was copyrighted and
published as part of the Computer Opinion Survey, selling
over 4,000 cooies in 1985.

Resistance to Change
Many reports of CA have suggested that resistance to
change was one contributing factor (e.g.. Jay, 1981;
Galagan, 1983; Maranoff, 1984; Wresch & Hieser, 1984).
Calhoun (1981) suggested that impermanence and impersonality
of computers may lead to user resistance. Brod (1984) claims
that CA is not a resistance to change, per se, but rather a
resistance to the content of that change.

Whatever the

cause, studies have reported that a work force's resistance
to computerization can limit the successful implementation
and use of computers (e.g., Byrnes & Johnson, 1981, Sherman,
1981).

Such employee resistance, according to Ewert (1984),

stems from a failure to consider the impact of the computer
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on particular employees.

The ability of the computer to

make some people feel powerless, meaningless, and normless,
he adds, can increase the resistance.
A study by Tyagi (1984) into the factors behind the
resistance of students to mandatory use of computers in
business education suggested both anxiety and resistance
might be mediated by previous experience and attitudes.

Societal Resistance
Watson (1971) described a generalized cycle of
resistance to change in society.

Such a resistance, he

maintained, was not simple inertia in human nature, but
rather the fact that natural drives toward innovation were
being held in check by countervailing forces.

He described

five stages in the introduction of a typical innovation,
representing a cycle of perception on the part of the
general public.

This is particularly relevant when

computers are considered as the focus of this cycle.
In the early stage of their introduction, computers
were espoused by a few pioneers, typically engineers and
advanced home hobbyists (early adopters of technology have
been shown to enjoy devices which seem complex).

At this

stage, the idea of massive dependence on computers, or the
phenomenal growth of the computer industry would be regarded
as something a "crackpot" or "visionary" might propose.
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Bowden (1970) provides an anecdote typical of such a
stage.

In 1950, as the representative of Ferranti, a

company that had just built the first digital computer to be
made in England, he was assigned to investigate the
potential market and possible profit of computers.

He

interviewed Professor Douglas Hartree, developer of the
first differential analyzers in England.

Hartree told him

that the three digital computers existing in England at that
time could do all the calculations that would ever be needed
in that country.

He added that "the machines were

exceedingly difficult to use, and could not be trusted to
anyone who was not a professional mathematician, and he
advised Ferranti to get out of the business and abandon the
idea of selling any more of them" (Bowden, 1970, p. 3).
In the second stage, as described by Watson, those
supporting the change would begin to become more evident.
In the third stage there may be direct conflict or showdowns
between these sides.
It must have been somewhere in these two stages that H.
Ross Perot left IBM to start Electronic Data Systems (EDS).
Working for IBM, Perot had noticed that business users (the
opposing side) did not really want the machine; they wanted
the information the machine provided.

At this time 80% of

the money spent on computers went to hardware.

Perot
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proposed that IBM (the proponent side) sell a combined
service—hardware and specialized software, but IBM felt
that potential purchasers of computers were likely to be
able to do their own programming as well.

In 1983, 70% of

the money spent on data processing came from the "opposing
side" in the form of software purchases and EDS was
prospering (Follett, 1983).
By Watson's fourth stage, computerization proponents
would be in power.

Resistance at this stage would be

regarded as "stubborn, hidebound, and a cantankerous
nuisance."

It is this stage in which computer anxious

individuals probably find themselves today.
Watson claims history shows most leaders of revolutions
come from more favored classes.

Since many of the

innovators with regard to computerization were the more
flourishing businesses, the universities with greater
endowments, and individuals with higher educations and/or
financial resources, this view may be tentatively supported.
He points out that those individuals living near the minimal
level of subsistance have little available energy to direct
toward innovations.

Impoverished individuals do not have

the luxury of trying such novelties.

Similarly, a limited

processing model might reasonably be extended.

Individuals

who are already functioning at the upper levels of their
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ability to cope with an already complex world would be less
welcoming to the introduction of a further complication:
computers.
I

Those individuals, probably older, who have something
invested in the current order of things—property, skills,
and prestige—are likely to be more resistant.

Individuals

who want to avoid notice are not likely to welcome the
introduction of individualizing computers that can easily
keep track of each contribution.
Watson points out that an innovation frequently arouses
much resistance, but after it is established it becomes as
resistant to change as it predecessors.

If the

"fifth-generation" computers are as radically different from
their predecessors as has been suggested, the resistance
cycle to computerization may begin anew.

Considering the

new "generation" of computers are likely to be much more
anthropomorphic, powerful, and adaptable to even more
situations, resistance may be greater than would be expected
in a secondary cycle.
Commercialization of computers.

According to Time, the

computer industry is likely to be the largest industry in
the world by the year 2,000 (Time, 1983, January 3rd).
Shore (1985) describes the history of computerization
in the U.S. in the following manner:
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The first commercial computer was installed less
than thirty-five years ago. The first of the
so-called desktop or personal computers was sold
in 1975. "Today there are millions of computers in
use, and millions more are sold every year. They
are at work and at home, in our tools and in our
toys. So much depends on them—energy supplies,
weapons, institutions, offices, assembly lines,
finances, and fun. Likewise transportation and
communication—whether we move ourselves or
information, we depend on computers. Not since
the invention of the printing press has a new
technology had such far-reaching implications.
Never has a technology affected so much so fast.
No wonder computers are intimidating, no wonder
they cause anxiety, (p. 3)
Salvendy (1982a) writes:
In the manufacturing work environment there is a
rapid increase in the utilization of
computer-aided design and computer-aided
manufacturing... For example, in 1981 nearly 100
million people were employed in the United States
of whom one-quarter were associated with
manufacturing. Of this 25 million jobs, only 5000
are performed by robots. It is estimated that
world-wide there are about 50,000 industrial
robots in use while over 50 million people are
employed world wide on machine-paced jobs. It is
predicted that these utilization values will be
reversed by 2010. (p. 436)

Specific Factors in Resistance
Mealiea (1978) provided a model of specific factors in
the resistance to change within a given organization.

It is

quite adaptable to this discussion (refer to Figure 1).
Mealiea described employees as having specific needs which
.may be threatened during the change process.

These
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include the need for information specific to the employee's
role, the need to be able to effectively predict what they
will face in the future, the need for a relatively stable or
balanced environment, a need to interact with others, and
the need to exercise some control over their environment
along with self-discretion in regard to the performance of
role requirements.
Often employees facing computerization may find
themselves in a situation in which present skills are no
longer of value.

As a consequence, the employee must

develop new computer relevant skills.

This may not be

feasible because of (a) time constraints, (b) lack of
support facilities-^ or (c) inability of the employee to
learn (perhaps due to real or perceived complexity).

As a

result computers may be seen as a threat not only to
continued employment, but also to the employee as a person.
Upper level managers, as previously indicated, may fear
the change to computers themselves and as a consequence
poorly manage their introduction.

This has the potential of

interfering with the described needs of employees.

As a

result, they may associate "negative tension states" (i.e.,
anxiety, frustration, or fear) with the change.

^ Less than one-half the 727 companies surveyed by Training
(vol 20, no. 10) offered employees training in computer
literacy or basic computer skills.
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In their organizational study of the introduction of
computers, Mann and Williams (1960) indicated that the
introduction of technology created policy changes which were
more demanding of individuals.

They concluded that the

experiences of a generation of normal organizational life
had been compressed into a few years for employees during
the change.

Because employees may seldom have a perceived

voice in organizational changes, it is no surprise that
computers, as Ewert (1984) claims, can become a symbol of
unwanted change in the workplace.
Many of the factors Mealiea specifically indicated as
involved in employee resistance to change have been
discussed independently of the resistance concept by a
variety of authors.
Employee need for information.

Organizational dynamics

may be disrupted due to employee misconceptions concerning
computers.

Discussing the dynamics of computerizing an

organization Mann and Williams (1960) described employee's
evaluations of newly created jobs associated with the
computer as more complicated and consequently open to higher
salaries.

"Much of the subsequent dissatisfaction with the

final job grades can be attributed to this exaggerated
evaluation of the jobs" (p.

253). In addition,

misinformation and sensationalism by the media may
contribute to employee confusion.
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Employee negative tension states.

Sanford Weinberg

(cited in Wrege, 1982) noted that the physiological symptoms
of computer anxiety could include an inability to think
clearly, unease, stress, tension, and nervousness.
Loss of Status.

Powers (1983) cites a survey claiming

that a lack of confidence or fear of losing status are
factors in corporate resistance to computers.

Status

consciousness may be a large part of the resistance to
technology adaptation.

Employees and managers may feel

inadequate if they make mistakes in front of superiors or
colleagues.

Other authors (e.g.. Jay, 1981; Powers, 1983;

Rubin, 1983) have supported the idea that fear of
powerlessness and a loss of status may cause workers to be
less efficient and even perform retaliatory acts.
Students as well as employees may be resistant to
computerization because of a concern for status.

Fear of

using the terminal in front of other students kept an
automated tutorial from being completely successful
according to Jones and G'Shea (1979).
One aspect of concern over possible loss of status may
be the apparent change from being an operator of machines to
being a servant of a machine.

It is not uncommon in our

society for an individual to function in such a capacity,
but in this case the situation may represent a demotion.
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with a subsequent loss of prestige or other "vested
interests."

Such a change may be accompanied by a lessening

of status, as noted by May (1981).
For managers and other professionals, the use of
computers instructed by keyboard may be associated with low
status jobs—secretaries use word processors, and keypunch
operators enter data.

Galagan (1983) indicates that the

keyboard is associated with low paid and low powered
secretaries.

Managers, Powers (1983) claims, "consider the

use of the keyboard... to be below their corporate status"
(p. 50).
Fear of Failure.

Human need to perform well in front

of an audience has been suggested as one of the underlying
causes of computer anxiety.

Shneiderman (1980) wrote that

fear of failure produced anxiety which in turn might act to
reduce short term memory and inhibit performance.

Titus

(1983) and other authors (e.g.. Heller, 1981; Powers, 1983;
Rubin, 1983; Brod, 1984) consider "pressure to perform" as
an aspect of CA.

Titus indicates that this pressure can

conflict with personal opinions about ability to control and
use the computer.

Among business students this condition

has been somewhat whimsically labeled "terminal shock."
Loss of Control.

The feeling that the machine is

controlling the interaction can contribute to CA according
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to many writers in the area (e.g.. Jay, 1981; Lawton &
Gerschner, 1982; Loftus, 1982; Rubin, 1983; Wresch & Hieser,
1984).

Shneiderman (1980) advises careful consideration of

the aspect of control in computer interactions.

He feels

that while novice users and children may actually accept the
computer as the controlling agent in the interaction,
experienced users resent messages which imply control on the
part of the computer.

Ringle (1981) felt that learning

about computers from work settings could create an inverted
relationship with the computer assuming a position of
command.
Negative attitudinal and behavioral effects from the
perceived loss of control in an interaction were supported
by Hill et al. (1985b) who found that personal efficacy was
an important factor in the decision to use computers.
Self-discretion.

Some authors such as Mann and

Williams (1960) and Brod (1984) have also discussed a
different and very real loss of control to the computer.
Because of the ease with which the computer keeps track of
mundane detail, measurement of the smallest actions of the
user are possible.

Individual contribution is more easily

identified in the group product, in effect placing more
responsibility on the individual.

Loftus (1982) wrote that

the elimination of students' perceived right to be sloppy
causes many of them high levels of frustration.
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Ron Anderson (cited in Wrege, 1982) claimed when an
individual decides he or she is incapable of dealing with
the computer, the machine becomes an alienating force and a
threat to personal identity.
Loss of data.

Many discussions of CA have included

more mundane aspects of using computers.

These include fear

of breaking the machine, worries over inadequate knowledge,
what button should be pushed, fear of losing large amounts
of work or valuable software and the like.
Another commonly reported misconception associated with
computers is that individuals may irreparably damage or
break the device (e.g., Wodtke, Mitzel & Brown 1965; Heller,
1981; Shea, 1981; Wrege, 1982; Rubin, 1983).

Organizational Changes
Brod (1984) charges that workers are now more isolated
from one another by technology than ever before.

His

implication is that it is the computer which is at fault.
Like many other writers, he discusses the computer as if it
were a sentient being, capable of independent action, and
more than slightly malevolent.

These authors often overlook

the rational cause of the misuse of computerization: the
organization.

All too often the individual in charge of the

change may be either a computer expert with little idea of
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the worker's needs and limitations, or a manager (who may be
operating with similar deficiencies) with no knowledge of
the inherent difficulties associated with working with
computers.
Shneiderman (1983) believes that careers as "human
interface engineers" responsible for the quality of the
interaction between humans and computers will emerge as a
response to CA.

He has suggested (Shneiderman, 1980)

improved user satisfaction as a goal in itself, even to the
detriment of performance, as this might reduce job turnover
and increase morale.

Improved satisfaction might reduce

anxiety and encourage better work habits.
If computers are an alienating force, as some people
maintain (e.g., Zimbardo, 1980; The Hacker Papers, 1980;
Brod, 1984) we should be very careful of misuse, and
particularly careful of the types of individuals we suggest
pursue computer related careers.

Zimbardo (1980), speaking

especially about alienation stemming from computer hacking,
commented that there was "no more destructive influence on
physical and mental health than the isolation of you from me
and us from them.

It has been shown to be a central agent

in the etiology of depression, paranoia, schizophrenia,
rape, suicide, mass murder, and a wide variety of disease
states" (p. 72). We must not allow the introduction of
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poorly planned and callously implemented computerization in
the workplace and in schools to create greater alienation.
When computerization has such potential for making life
qualitatively better for everyone this would be particularly
ironic.

Better overall understanding is the key; when

individuals with major credit cards complain bitterly about
the "computer" causing billing problems they should be
reminded that it is the organization operating the computer
which dictates policy.

It is the computer which makes

administration of the credit process, and thus the credit,
possible.
Unfortunately, most large organizations are primarily
reactive, changing established policies only after long
periods of complaint usually associated with legal actions.
Law suits stemming from exposure to misused VDTs or
computers may not yet be popular, but they are almost
certain to occur.
Salvendy (1982b) urged recognition of the psychological
implications of computer research on organizational systems.
He said that as a result of rapid technological
developments, especially in computer technology, the field
of ergonomics has matured to a level where it is no longer
feasible to train effectively "general ergonomists."
urged special attention be given to the development of
software ergonomics and systems ergonomics.

He
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Other Contributing Factors
Sex and Sexual Stereotyping
Lee (1970) found that demographic variables such as
sex, age, and race had statistically significant (but quite
unstable) correlations with a set of beliefs he identified
as the "Awesome Thinking Machine Perspective", a largely
negative factor.

Sex was found by Raub (1981), to be a

significant determinate of computer anxiety.

She found that

the level of computer experience, college major, and trait
anxiety were contributors to computer anxiety as well as sex
and math anxiety.

Separate analysis by sex indicated that

these factors interact and contributed in different ways for
males and females.

She noted that CA may be influenced by

sex specific attitudes and culture.
Freiberger (1981) expressed the opinion that CA may be
more prevalent among females due to early "social
programming" similar to that which results in math anxiety
for many women.

He cites a study finding that females

entering college had had fewer opportunities than their male
counterparts to interact with computers.

The role of

differential social programming as a factor in the CA of
women has also been espoused by Winkle and Matthews (1982).
There may be some objective basis for these suggestions.
For example, a national poll of teenagers in the U.S. (U.S.
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Census Bureau, 1984) indicated that twice as many boys (23%)
as girls (11%) indicated interest in a computer-related
career.
In an April 4, 1983, editorial in the computer
magazine, Infoworld, the writer noted that a survey
indicated the reader population was statistically more male
than that of Playboy.
Angle (1984) commented on the equity of education
between the sexes.
Perhaps the greatest area of concern is computer
education. Anecdotal evidence is rapidly growing
which shows that in many schools the available
computer time is dominated by the male students,
who admit they actively discourage females from
using the computers in order to have more access
themselves. Computer skills may end up being even
more critical in a technological society than
mathematics and science skills (p. 48).
Bakon, Nielsen, and McKenzie (1983) also claimed that there
was growing evidence of a gap between male and female
participation in elective math and physical science courses
was being replicated in computer labs.
However, several recent empirical studies have failed
to show support for a sexual difference related to computer
attitudes.

Mazlack (1980) found no differences in

programming abilities of males and females. Melancon (1984)
examined the impact of sex-role stereotypes on programming
skills of middle school and high school students who
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participated in a microcomputer summer camp.

She

categorized the students according to their scores on the
Bern Sex-role Inventory and found that the general trend for
males or those of masculine sex roles to achieve higher in
mathematics did not carry over into programming skills.
Males were not significantly better programmers.

One of the

more interesting findings in the 2 year comparison study is
that the percentage of females and males attending the camp
shifted over time.

In 1982 approximately 25% of the campers

were female, and in 1983 that percentage had grown to about
33%.
Loyd and Gressard (1984b; and Gressard & Loyd, 1984)
investigated the effects of math anxiety and sex on computer
anxiety, computer confidence, and computer liking among high
school and college students.

They found that after

controlling for experience, math anxiety explained a
significant addition of variance for computer anxiety,
computer confidence, and computer liking.

Sex did not

provide a significant addition of information.

Brown and

Gilman (1967) found no differences in attitude or
performance in computerized education between the sexes in
9th and 10th grade students.

Bellando and Winer (1985) also

reported no significant sex differences per se in an
investigation using the COMPAS with a sample of University
undergraduates.
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Brown and Gilman (1967) found no sex differences in
either attitude or performance in computerized education.
Similarly, Reid, Palmer, Whitlock, and Jones (1973) found
that males did not perform significantly better than females
in terms of test scores in computerized education or in the
amount of time required to complete the task, although the
trends were in the predicted (male) direction.

Hedl,

O'Neil, and Hansen (1973b) found no differences with regard
to sex in students taking a computer based intelligence
test.
There may however, be a difference in our perception of
the "sexual" nature of the computer.

Jones (1983) found

that males perceive computers as a male domain more so than
females.

Nelson (1983) also reports that most of his

subjects felt computers to be a female domain.

Interesting-

ly, Scheibe and Erwin (1979) found that on no occasion when
referring to the computer did subjects (both males and
females) refer to the computer with the pronoun "she."

The

most commonly used pronoun was "it" (as in 'it hates me')
followed by "he."

Age
Age has also been indicated as a factor in computer
anxiety.

Most anecdotal accounts seem to indicate that it
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is more prevalent in older individuals and may therefore be
considered a transitory or generational problem.

For

example. Powers (1983) wrote that "anxiety and reluctance
about using micros is especially prevalent among people in
their mid-30's or older" (p. 50).
Most studies that have attempted to assess the effects
of age have been limited due to their population
demographics, the most available source of subjects being
high school or college age individuals.

For example, Loyd

and Gressard (1984a) found that age did have some
significant effects on the attitudes investigated (computer
anxiety, confidence, and liking) but that no clear age
trends were demonstrable.

They used high school and college

age students.
Arndt, Feltes, and Hanak (1983) investigated
secretarial attitudes toward word processors.

Within their

sample, they found that the users of word processors tended
to be younger than people who had not used one. A
Chi-square test for independence between age group and use
of a word processor proved to be highly significant.

While

over 44% of the people who had not used a word processor
were over 50 years old, only 19% with word processor
experience were in this group.

Age had no other significant

relationships in their study, which included measures of
locus of control and attitude toward computers.
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Mann and Williams (1960) looked at the organizational
dynamics of computerizing a business enterprise.

They found

that there were different responses by employees of
different age groups.

"In general, the change was a game

for the young; for some of the older employees the change
meant they were either passed by or failed to rise to the
challenge" (p. 255).
In evaluating the additional stress of computerizing an
established job, Salvendy (1982b) points out that younger
and more educated workers are the ones likely to prefer
"enriched" jobs.

Older individuals are more likely to

question their competency to adapt and control technological
innovations.

Employees who have already established a

routine and a history are less likely to welcome major
changes in their jobs and consequently more likely to resent
and resist the changes.
Among other considerations are visual decrements which
naturally occur with aging.

Use of VDTs has been shown to

exacerbate visual problems, making the computer harder to
use for older individuals (Campbell & Durden, 1983).
Another aspect of "age" which has nothing to do with age
related attitudes or feelings is experience.

Computers are

recent innovations, and the probability of experience is
much less for earlier generations.
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Loftus (1982) pointed out that age of the student
exposed to computers is not a factor in individual ability
for computerized mischief (adding to the fears of teachers):
"even secondary school students have, in recent years,
succeeded in pulling off a bewildering array of 'stunts'"
(p. 121).

Increased Attentional Demands
The rapid explosion of technology and the increased use
of computer-controlled work environments have created more
mental demands on workers according to Salvendy (1982a,
1982b).

He claims that computer users can find themselves

actually doing two separate tasks at the same time,
requiring high attention modes during task performance.
Additionally, users may have to retain task relevant
information in long-term memory while using the computer,
increasing mental loading and stress during the monitoring
part of task performance.

Under certain conditions however,

the computer can be perceived as reducing mental load, as
when users assume the system is keeping track of task
relevant details.
Brod (1984) discusses the increased demands on
attention that the computer provides.

He claims that a

minimum of 80,000 keystrokes per hour is expected of the
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average VDT operator compared to the 30,000 (sic) expected
of an average secretary.

An architect using computer aided

design (CAD) makes up to 19 times more decisions per hour
than does one using traditional techniques.

He claims that

when computers are introduced to an organization, workers
invariably feel new pressure to produce.

By internalizing

this pressure, technical workers may push themselves harder
than ever in an effort to live up to the efficiency of the
computer.

Brod feels that they do so to the detriment of

other aspects of their lives. This causes a sort of
information pollution: with so much information not only
available, but being force-fed to us, we suffer from
information overload, and as Brod points out, we simply keep
processing, distributing, and analyzing it.
In their organizational study, Mann and Williams (1960)
also concluded that the introduction of technology brought
with it policy changes which are much more demanding of the
individual employee.

These include changes in decision

making and self-control as well as job and promotion
changes.

Stressfulness
Salvendy (1982a, 1982b) urged the assessment of
"subjective costs" to the individual performing a task.
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Such costs can be affected by social and situational factors
and by the way the individual values the work.

Task

aversion and motivational factors are also important.
McGrath (1976) indicated the potential for anxiety when
an environmental situation is perceived as presenting a
demand which threatens to exceed the person's capacity and
resources for meeting it.
sabotage by employees.

This might be one cause of

Steers (1981) reported that overt

hostility in the form of aggression toward other people and
toward inanimate objects can be caused by severe
frustration.

He cites a U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare study (HEW 1973, p. 88) which
concludes that sabotage may "be a way of striking back
against the hostile, inanimate objects that control the
worker's time, muscles, and brain.

Breaking a machine in

order to get some rest may be a sane thing to do."
However, not all authors veiw the increased complexity
of using computers in the same manner.

Carrier (1979) felt

that the use of graphics in the dynamic visual illustration
of concepts might make them more readily grasped, thus
easing the demand on the learner.
Titus (1983) pointed out that the human factors
aspects of computerizing an office are as important as the
software chosen.

He says the personal acceptance of the
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process by personnel is the major obstacle a manager must
overcome.

Salaried employees may feel unable to express

their concerns about computerization to their superior. This
situation may result in longer start up periods, high error
rates, slow data entry, and sabotage.

Goldfield (1982)

notes that an office manager must contend with the fear of
automation in changing an office process.

Long on-the-job

training lags may be due to inadequate preparatory training
and unreasonable expectations by management.
The National Institute of Occupational Safety and
Health (NIGSH, 1981) found that clerical workers using
computers suffered higher levels of stress than any other
occupational group--including air traffic controllers.

Brod

(1984) claims that Swedish Psychologists have shown
white-collar personnel using VDTs excrete more of the stress
hormone adrenaline under ordinary working conditions and for
a longer period of time after work.
Kiesler et al. (1985) investigated the effects of
computer mediated communication.

Because of the constraints

of the machine, computer mediated communication is often
slower, more frustrating, and generally less efficient
(although this may be a misnomer as information transmission
via computers generally contains less non-information
"filler" such as social amenities).

According to their
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study, subjects found use of the computer caused more
frustration, anger, and pressure than a traditional
discussion.
The frustration of having to communicate via such a
medium may be quite stressful at times.

The additional

stress caused by physical constraints of the monitor which
may slow reading by as much as 30% and exacerbate ocular
problems, produce headaches and backstrain may also add to
the perceived stressfulness of using a computer (Farnsworth,
Stewart, Weeter, Willis, & Halcomb, 1986).
Hedl, O'Neil, and Hansen (1973b) expected that
evaluative stress, to the extent that it was based on
interaction with others during intelligence testing, would
be decreased in a computer-based test.

The computer-based

form of the test, however, actually led to greater state
anxiety.

They hypothesized that the absence of an examiner

during the session, rather than CA, added to the stress of
the situation.

Education and Previous Exoerience
Lee (1970) reported a study he conducted in the early
1960's on computer attitudes which revealed two major (and
independent) belief factors.

The first he described as "the

beneficial tool of man perspective" and the second as "the
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awesome thinking machine perspective."

Education proved to

be the most significant determinant for the first (positive)
perspective.
Children at a school without computer facilities
expressed much less interest in computers and computer
skills than children at a nearby school which had such
facilities, according to Raub (1981).

She also found that

previous experience accounted for the greatest variance in
both males' and females' computer anxiety (22% for males and
18% for females).
Loyd and Gressard (1984a, 1984b; Gressard & Loyd, 1984)
found that computer experience was significantly related to
more positive attitudes towards computers, confidence, and
liking measures.

They hypothesized that more experience

resulted in more positive attitudes.

Arndt et al. (1983)

reported that novice users were more anxious than
experienced users.

"Moreover, frequency of use for people

with experience was related to greater change in anxiety
levels.

While familiarity reduced anxiety, it also tended

to reduce curiosity" (p. 17). There was a significant
difference in anxiety levels between people who had used
word processors and those who had not.
Hill et al. (1985b) investigated the effect of efficacy
expectations on the adoption of technology.

They found that
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previous experience did not directly affect measures of the
subjects' intention to learn about computers.

Efficacy

beliefs, however, were significantly correlated with
previous computer experience, and these changes in perceived
control, gained through experience, did lead to a higher
likelihood of technology adoption.

They agreed with

previous researchers that an experience of direct control
over an object which has previously been avoided is likely
to reduce anxieties and induce the individual to change
behavior.
Attitude change following an experience is not
uncommon, but is not always in the positive direction that
some researchers have found (i.e.. Nelson, 1983).

Wresch

and Hieser (1984) found some students actually became more
anxious after being exposed to computers for a period.
Apparently experience, especially that which does not
increase the individual's sense of control, does not
necessarily serve to reduce anxiety.

They concluded that "a

limited experience does not allow much time for learning and
thus may increase anxiety as well as lower perceptions of
abilities to cope" (p. 22). Some children may be unwilling
to express their concerns about computers to teachers or
their peers.
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Teachers may actually have personalities incongruent
with the use of computers.

The overworked and possibly

computer wary teacher forced to manage a computer lab with 4
micros for 400 students is necessarily not going to make the
experience that pleasant.

Jay (1981) says that

organizational deficiencies which fail to consider CA, as
well as often fail to provide incentive for job changes, can
cause teachers to be reticent.

As a result, children often

enter school eager to learn about computers and use
computerized instruction, while their teachers are afraid of
computers and often lack the knowledge to teach the course
successfully.
Jones and G'Shea (1979) found that students did not
feel that the advantages from using an on-line computer
tutoring system outveighed the disadvantages.

A survey

revealed that one of the most potent factors influencing
avoidance of the system was prior negative computer
experiences.

According to Jones and G'Shea, "a sizeable

proportion of students had bad computer experiences, were
scared of using the terminal, and were embarrassed at using
it in front of their friends" (p. 3).
Tyagi (1984) espoused the view that one factor in
student resistance to mandatory use of computers in Business
Education might be lack of experience.

Anxiety toward
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computers would be reduced, he reasoned, simply by using
one.

In a survey of attitudes toward the policy, he found

that past experience affects attitudes toward a mandatory
use policy, but not as much as other factors such as
computer anxiety, perceived educational benefits, and
financial concerns.

Perhaps if Tyagi had explored the

possibility of prior negative experiences, the total
influence of experience on attitude would have been larger.
One of the reasons that previous negative experiences
may be so important in determining attitude and willingness
to use computers may be based on simple learning situations.
The first time a person tries to use a computer, he or she
is likely to run into some level of difficulty which may be
accompanied by a negative result (e.g., a vaguely
threatening message, an embarrassing "beep" or a totally
unexpected response).

Especially in social settings, this

is likely to be an unsatisfying experience, increasing the
probability that the individual will avoid the experience in
the future.

User's Anthropomorphism
"Time's man of the year for 1982, the greatest
influence for good or evil, is not a man at all.
machine:

It is a

The computer" ( Time, 1982, January, p. 16).
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Anderson (1983) indicated that the anthropomorphic
nature of many computer responses may be a contributing
factor to users' anxieties.

Shneiderman (1980) cites an

example in which an automated bank teller consistently
responds, "How may I help you?"

He writes that the "attempt

to dominate the interaction by implying that the terminal
will help the user and by emphasizing the 'I' violates the
common rules of courtesy" (p. 227).
Jehrome Ginsberg (cited in Shneiderman, 1981, p. 227)
prepared a set of guidelines for interactive systems.
According to Ginsberg:
Nothing can be more damaging to satisfactory
syste.m operation, regardless of how well all other
aspects of the implementation have been handled,
than to have the operator's conviction that the
terminal and the system are in control, have a
'mind of their own', or are tugging against rather
than observing the operator's wishes.
Quintanar, Crowell, Pryor, and Adamopoulos (1982)
examined the computer as a social stimulus.

They concluded

that subjects perceived the computer to exhibit
characteristics along dimensions of anthropomorphism,
courtesy, incongruity, and honesty.

Interestingly, more

human-like computers were perceived as less honest.
Human-like computers were also perceived as being more
responsible for user performance on quizzes.
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Scheibe and Erwin (1979) investigated the tendency for
individuals to react to computers as if they were other
persons.

By recording the spontaneous verbalizations of

subjects, they gathered substantial evidence of users'
anthropomorphization of the computer in 39 out of 40 cases.
They feel that the computer's convincing simulation of human
conversation makes it quite plausible that users should at
times act as if the computer were truly another person.
They proposed the computer as the most satisfying nonhuman
partner for playing games ever invented.

A part of the

computer's attraction is its "personality."

They wrote,

"the computer is an extraordinarily fascinating object, the
more fascinating because it appears to be not just an
object, but personified intelligence" (p. 104).
Scheibe and Erwin quantified the verbalizations of
subjects in three ways:

the number of times the subject

spoke, the total time and time per minute of speech, and a
rough

analysis of the content.

There were no significant

differences between males and females.

But while the

pronoun "he" was the second most commonly used reference to
the computer, the pronoun "she" was not used by any subjects
in any of the trials.

Subjects frequently used profanity,

particularly with expressions of displeasure at being beaten
by the machine.
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Subjects tended to talk more in isolated settings and
to use more personal pronouns to refer to the computer when
it made more intelligent responses.

They predicted that

larger numbers of young people would view the computer as
another person, an "alter," in the future.

"Because of the

ease with which the computer is cast in the role of another
person, it is a mistake to regard the computer as a neutral
agent in socialization" (Scheibe & Erwin, 1979, p. 107).
Torris (1984) suggests that socially anxious
individuals may generalize their fear of human interactions
to these particularly anthropomorphic machines.

Perhaps

this factor motivates some individuals to avoid these
machines which appear so human, but it is equally likely
that the same factor attracts some individuals and is
perhaps part of the attraction of "hacking."

By controlling

a computer, a hacker would enjoy a great deal of control
over an almost human interaction, as well as the complete
dependence of the other.
Shore (1985) discusses two aspects of the anthropomorphization of computers.

One is the widespread use of

anthropomorphic language we are forced to use to discuss the
computer without appearing stilted or contrived, and the
other is the "Frankenstein Mode" which programmers sometimes
fall prey to by trying to make their programs appear to
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function as a person.

According to Shore, people may have a

tendency to trust machines, stemming from a long history of
reliance.

This could be greatly augmented in the case of

computers because they communicate with us and often give
commands in intimidating jargon. It would appear that social
psychologists should investigate the possibility of the
computer as an extremely credible source^ of persuasive
messages.
As mentioned earlier, Hedl et al. (1973b) found that
state anxiety was increased during computer based
intelligence testing rather than the hypothesized reduction
due to the absence of dyadic interaction.

As they

suggested, the increase could have been due to the absence
of a human administering the intelligence test, but it seems
equally likely, in light of the concerns expressed above,
that a different interpretation could be valid.

For some

individuals the computer could be a very credible and strong
source of evaluation.

2 It takes surprisingly little to successfully imitate a
human reaction via a computer program. Weizenbaum (1976)
relates a story concerning the development of his early
experiment in artificial intelligence, ELIZA. Apparently
his secretary became so engrossed in her discussions with
ELIZA, that she asked Weizenbaum to leave the room, in
order that "they" might have privacy.
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Wrege (1982) says that popular computer stereotypes of
the 50's and 60's are factors of today's computer anxiety.
In the above time periods, the computer was portrayed as the
"ultimate dehumanizing force," an "overwhelming brain
trust," or a "tyrannical dictator."

She feels people may

fear loss of control to the computer.

Similarly, others

(e.g., Brod 1984; Rubin, 1983) point out that Hollywood's
and publishers' eagerness to sensationalize a popular
anxiety has made anthropomorphic computers villains in many
movies.

The list should include such recent movies as:

Superman III, War Games, Tron, and The Terminator.

One of

the stars of the very successful movie 2001: A Space
Odyssey, was an anthropomorphic (as well as psychotic)
computer named "HAL."

Science Fiction, in books as well as

movies, is replete with malevolent computers.

Personality Factors
Locus of Control
According to Coovert and Goldstein (1980), one of the
best predictors of attitudes toward computers is locus of
control.

Individuals who have an external locus of control,

they found, were likely to be more anxious, especially when
their personal adequacy was being challenged.
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Arndt et al. (1983) investigated the effects of locus
of control on secretarial attitudes toward word processors.
They found locus of control to be related to how reluctant a
secretary was to use a word processor. Externally controlled
individuals who may view events as being due to chance
rather than skill were more reluctant to use the equipment
and less curious.

Locus of control had a moderate and

negative relationship with anxiety, and a moderate and
positive relationship with curiosity for secretaries
experienced with the machines.

More complex individuals

were initially more curious and eager to use the machines.

Complexity and Self Efficacy
Computers are frequently considered to be very complex
mechanisms.

This perception is often not a misconception.

Shneiderman, Bill, Jacob, and Mah (1983) used both
experienced and naive subjects to test the effects of the
complexity of a text editor.

Subjects using the "plain"

editor liked it because they could understand the commands
and could accomplish the task.

Subjects using the "fancy"

text editor disliked it due to the frustration involved with
editing the message.

Walther and O'Neil (1974) found that

novice users tended to be "overwhelmed" by the myriad of
features existing on a system.

Performance, as well as
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attitude, improved when there were fewer features available
to novices.
Hansen, Doring, and Whitlock (1978) found that
examinations given on-line could take up to 100% longer than
traditional tests.

Apparently part of the problem arose

from the complexity of the machine.

The ability of the

system to generate almost any response created less
confidence in users that it would exhibit an expected
response.

The most troublesome of such uncertainties were

those arising from surprise at the system's response.
Another aspect of complexity of computers is the
meaning of computer literacy, which has expanded as
computers have evolved.

According to Brod (1984), once

computer literacy meant the ability to use software and do
minor programming in BASIC, but now it often means a
knowledge of several computer languages and systems and, by
extension, enough ease with the technology to use it to
expand one's own abilities.
Consumer psychologists have identified complexity of
innovations as a factor in the likelihood of their adoption,
according to Hill et al. (1985b), who examined perceived
complexity as one determinate of beliefs concerning
successful mastery of an innovation.

In general, perceived

complexity is negatively associated with perceived control.
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These efficacy expectations have been demonstrated by
researchers, they claim, as a factor in phobias and
motivation.

They concluded that experience per se did not

affect the adoption of computers.

Only experience which

heightened the sense of control was likely to support the
adoption of technology.
In a different experiment, Hill, Smith, and Mann,
(1985a) examined methods of convincing subjects with CA to
adopt innovative technology.

They concluded that

individuals with low efficacy with regard to com.puters might
not perceive themselves as such, but rather perceive the
computer as more complicated or complex.
Wresch and Hieser (1984) found that some students
actually became more anxious when exposed to computers.
They concluded that "using a computer is like a number of
sports—it looks easy until you try it" (p. 22).

Anxiety
In Cambre, Cook, and Desmond's (1984) discussion of
computer anxiety, attention was focused on "anxiety" as a
contributor to the phenomenon.

They claimed that CA was an

anxiety state rather than an anxiety trait, allowing for
change over time.

They felt that it was similar in nature

to math anxiety and test anxiety.

Raub (1981) found that
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trait anxiety was a correlate of CA, and other forms of
anxiety have also been investigated as factors in CA.
Math Anxiety.

A long historical association between

computers and mathematics has led to speculation of a
similarity between the constructs of "math anxiety" and
"computer anxiety."

Peterson and Howe (1979) indicated that

success in high school mathematics probably indicated
success in computer science courses.

Spero (1982) described

computer anxiety as similar to math anxiety in his
discussion of resistance by teachers to computer literacy.
Melancon (1984) was also aware of the possible influence of
math anxiety in the prediction of females' programming
skills.

She found that the general trend for males to

achieve higher scores on mathematics exercises did not
appear in assessments of programming ability.

Males were

not significantly better programmers.
Payton and Loyd (1984) investigated the relationship
between mathematics attitudes and computer attitudes among
college students.

Using the three dimensional attitude

scale developed by Gressard and Loyd (1984), they assessed
computer anxiety, liking to work with computers, and
computer confidence.

They also examined students' math

anxiety, math liking, and their stereotyping of math as a
male domain.

They found low to moderate correlations (.32
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to .45) between attitudes toward computers and attitudes
toward math.

Their conclusion was that although the

relationships were significant, there were some distinctions
between math attitudes and computer attitudes as measured by
their instruments.
Loyd and Gressard (1984a, Gressard & Loyd, 1984) have
suggested that CA may inhibit successful mastery of computer
skills in a manner similar to the way math anxiety inhibits
achievement in mathematics.

They found that the addition of

math anxiety scores significantly increased the variance
accounted for by regression equations using an assessment of
previous experience to predict differences in computer
liking, confidence, and anxiety.

Correlations between math

anxiety and computer attitudes were positive and moderate
for this sample of high school and college students.
In 1976, the Board of Directors of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics (1978) issued a position
statement declaring:
Although computers have become an essential tool
of our society, their diverse and sustained
effects on all of us are frequently overlooked...
An essential outcome of contemporary education is
computer literacy. Every student should have
firsthand experiences with both the capabilities
and the limitations of computers, (p. 468)
The National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics
(1978) has also addressed this issue, including computer
literacy in a list of basic skills:
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It is important for all citizens to understand
what computers can and cannot do. Students should
be aware of the many uses of computers in society,
such as their use in teaching/learning, financial
transactions, and information storage and
retrieval. The "mystique" surrounding computers
is disturbing and can put persons with no
understanding of computers at a disadvantage. The
increasing use of computers by government,
industry, and business demands an awareness of
computer uses and limitations, (p. 150)
Getting (1983) reported a .42 correlation between his
computer anxiety instrument, the COMPAS, and math anxiety as
measured by the MARS (Suinn, 1972).

Despite this

correlation, he felt that the COMPAS and the MARS measured
different constructs.

Bellando and Winer (1985) also found

a .39 correlation between the COMPAS and the MARS.

Such

consistent correlations would seem to indicate a real and
important relationship between these constructs.
Reid, Palmer, Whitlock, and Jones (1973) reported, from
an unpublished paper by the first three authors, a .37
(p<.01) correlation between performance in computerized
education (algebra courses) and scores on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) verbal portion, and a .41 (p<.001)
correlation for the mathematics section. The authors'
findings, using pairs of subjects in a computerized
education setting, elaborated upon the previous results.
The SAT-M correlated -.50, (p<.001) with the time required
to complete the experiment, but the authors concluded that
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mathematical aptitude was not related to the amount of
material learned.

Apparently high aptitude subjects had

less to learn and learned faster.

Individual Orientation
Lee (1970) found that variations in the strength of
reactions to the computer were related to certain
personality factors and life orientations that are highly
pervasive in character.

He suggested that the computer, as

an object of social perception, "functions to a certain
degree as a Rorschach blot or TAT card.

It is a complex and

ambiguous stimulus--how individuals perceive it and give
meaning to it depends very much on their fundamental values,
on their personality dynamics, and on their basic
orientations toward life" (p. 59).
Brod (1984) says that people who may have been
attracted to their jobs because they considered themselves
"people people" become discouraged when they find themselves
working with computers instead of other people.

Scheibe and

Erwin (1979) envisaged the emergence of a new personality
type which would be the human reciprocal of the computer as
a component of the generalized other (p. 109).
Caplan and Jones (1974) investigated the effect of
personality variables on individuals' health during the
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impending shutdown of a computer center at a major
university.

They found that technologically related stress

had the most effect on involved and "hard driving" Type As.
Role ambiguity was also a significant predictor of stress.
Hill et al. (1985a) found that "late adopters" of
technology (potential CA victims) were influenced by
personal efficacy toward an object.

These individuals'

attitude toward the adoption of technology was more affected
by communications which stressed the simplicity and
controlability of the innovation. The experimenters added
that early adopters might likely find themselves attracted
to the technology for exactly the opposite reasons.
Shore (1985) describes a similar relationship more
simply.

Some individuals, he says, simply enjoy complexity.

As children this type of person probably enjoyed secret
codes (and may still).
enthusiasts.

They are the prototypical "hi-fi"

These people like computers.

Those who do not

like computers per se are more likely to be interesed in
completing the task rather than in the tools used.
Salvendy (1982b) found extroverted operators using
power presses with optically sensed and electronically
controlled "self-tripping actuators" had higher stress
levels than their non-extroverted cohorts.

Such findings

Salvendy claims, "may have broad implications for the
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assignment of people to high technology jobs and for the
design of human and intelligent machine interactions"
(p. 443).
One of the more complete investigations into basic
personality differences and their effect on the phenomenon
of CA was conducted by Bellando and Winer (1985).

They

found significant relationships between Holland Types
(Holland, 1973) and CA as measured by Getting's COMPAS.
Artistic and Social types reported significantly greater
levels of CA when compared with Realistic, Investigative,
Enterprising, and Conventional types.

Enterprising and

Realistic individuals reported the lowest levels of CA.
One factor which may have contributed to the apparent
differences between computer users and non users is not due
to a personalty difference at all.

If individuals adopt a

new technology and are ostracized by non-adopters, the
possibility of conversations with non-users are much less
likely.

Perhaps hackers are social isolates because other

people can not talk with them comfortably, not because they
prefer to be.

Attributes of the Machine
Somatic complaints.

For some time, there have been

investigations into the characteristics of computers which
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might cause physiological side effects in their users.
Weinberg (cited in Titus, 1983) noted that physiological
symptoms described by researchers could be stress symptoms
of CA rather than a direct effect of the mechanical make-up
of the computer.

Zuboff (cited in Wrege, 1982) noted that

computers could cause physical ailments due to anxiety.
Weinberg (cited in Wrege, 1982) noted that the physiological
symptoms of computer anxiety could include an inability to
think clearly, unease, stress, tension, and nervousness.
A study by the National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH, 1981) showed that clerical workers
using computers suffered higher levels of stress than any
other occupational group, including air traffic controllers.
According to Brod (1984), a poll of 1,263 office workers in
1982, sponsored by Verbatim Corporation, revealed that 63%
were concerned about eye strain.
According to Brod (1984) more than a dozen bills were
introduced in 1983 in at least six states to regulate the
manufacture or use of keyboard and screens. So far, none of
the proposed legislation has passed.

He reported that

Swedish and West German governments had already issued
standards for VDT design and use.
Investigations into reported reading deficits occurring
during the use of VDTs were examined by Farnsworth et al.
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(1986).

They concluded that much of the reported deficit

was independent of reading per se, and was instead involved
in environmental factors such as contrast, text
presentation, and work station design. These factors
decreased reading speed, and as a consequence, may increase
user frustration and somatic complaints.

Work Station Design
In the Verbatim survey cited by Brod (1984), 36% of the
office workers were concerned about backstrain, nearly 80%
called for better lighting, and 79% wanted periodic rest
breaks.

Many of the workers noted that management seldom

consulted them on the design of their workspace or the
structuring of their workday.

According to Brod an

International Federation of Information Processing Workers
panel recently suggested that the mental hazards "caused by
inhumanely designed computer systems should be considered a
punishable offense, as are physically hazardous working
conditions."
In field studies conducted by the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health, it was shown that most
common VDT user complaints, i.e., eye strain, sore neck and
back, headaches, and stress, could be alleviated by improved
work station design and proper illumination.

Rest breaks
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and variable work schedules could ease operator discomfort
and lessen fatigue.

Society and Psychology
The Computer as an Enigma
Watson (1971) pointed out that few psychological traits
are so universal as suspicion and hostility toward strange
outsiders.

Since most changes involving computers come from

outside forces, it is not unreasonable that this distrust
should apply to computerization as well.

Brod (1984)

claimed passwords and special access codes add to the air of
secrecy and mystery.

Powers (1983) wrote that managers once

thought of computers as "complicated machines located
somewhere in an obscure part of the firm, ministered to by a
priesthood of engineers and specialists who thought and
spoke in a foreign language called computerese" (p. 49).
The computer may meet the social needs of the hacker,
or it may be that the people who choose to use computers are
simply asocial and difficult to socialize with, furthering
the mistique surrounding computers.

As evidence of this,

Zimbardo (1980) and Couger and Zwacki (1978) have suggested
that such people may have significantly lower needs for
social interaction.
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According to the Holland Type information provided by
Bellando and Winer (1985) those less fearful of computers
are identifiable as certain types of individuals among which
clerical workers may not fall.

Gross (1983) reports that

one factor in CA is that "systems" people were designated as
the ones to teach "non-systems" people to use the computer.
This may be a problem in terms of communication and design.
If these individuals react to the anthropomorphism of
computers in different ways, and if experienced users prefer
a greater sense of complexity and control which may deter
novice users, it would seem reasonable to expect
communication difficulties restricting the transfer of
technology and the accurate expression of user desires.
Misconcept ions.

Many managers computerize their

operations because that is the current trend.

They may have

little idea of the limitations of the computer or the
tedious work required to automate some aspects of office
work.

All tney want is increased efficiency relative to the

enormous cost outlay.

This adds to the pressure to perform

placed on the employee who had no initial desire to use
computers.

Such a cursory understanding of computers may

lead people to erroneous conclusions about computers
(Goldfield, 1982; Wrege, 1982; Rubin, 1983).
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Data Security Insurance Agency of Boulder, Colorado,
offered an insurance policy in 1984 which it advertised as
"oops" insurance.

This policy not only insured the holder

against the possibility that some unlucky secretary might
erase uncountable amounts of data at the push of a single
button, but also against theft, employee sabotage, and
vandalism.

Particularly conspicuous in their advertisement

is a drawing of a computer terminal smashed with an axe.
The computer industry constantly advertises the latest
developments in computer hardware and software, so when
people are actually confronted with a computer in an
industrial or educational setting they expect state-of-theart.

The actual equipment often appears limited, clumsy,

and frustrating by comparison.

Even newer systems may

appear tawdry by virtue of their software.

Shneiderman

(1983) predicted that "poorly designed systems will appear
to be archaic and annoying to users whose expectations are
quickly growing from pleasant experiences with competitive
products" (p. 230).
It appears as if the computer is either viewed as the
tool of a secretary and disdained by those who feel they
would lose status by using one, or is viewed as the tool of
the engineer and is avoided by those who fear its
complexity, fragility, or power.
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Loftus (1982) wrote that
curiously enough, the capabilities of the
computer, its power, potential, and so forth, have
been so often praised with strings of superlatives
and its deficiencies so often swept under the rug
that people's expectations have been raised to the
point that they will not tolerate in a computer
the weaknesses that they have come to accept
easily in most of the other technological devices
which surround them (p. 121).
Language.

Many writers (e.g.. Heller, 1981; Shea,

1981; Loftus, 1982; Galagan, 1983; Rubin, 1983; Maranoff,
1984) and probably most users, have blamed vague,
meaningless, or threatening syntax, jargon, poor writing,
indecipherable manuals, and other language-related problems
as contributors to CA.

The average reading ability of the

workers in the U.S. is about 6th grade level.

The reading

level of most computer manuals and terminal instructions is
unknown, but probably well beyond a 6th grade level.
Shneiderman (1982a) urged the redesign of system
messages.

His experiments indicated that improved messages

which are positive, non-violent, and more comprehensible,
could increase performance as well as job satisfaction.
Shore (1985) made the point that the language used in
talking about computers has social purposes in common with
the private club, i.e., it serves as a barrier to outsiders.
In many cases, the choices of error messages could be
improved without detriment to message content or size.
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However Shore does make the point that computer language or
"computerese" is necessarily complex, just as is "legalese,"
in order to convey exact meanings.

It may, in fact, be more

complex than "legalese" because it must deal with more
complex and less well defined matters than legal language.

Attitude Effects on Success
Loyd and Gressard (1984a, 1984b) indicated that
students' attitudes toward computers were important to
success in computer-related programs.

Arndt et al. (1983)

found that secretarial attitudes toward word processors were
important to personal job satisfaction, as well as the
degree to which the machines were efficiently used.
Paxton and Turner (1984) considered attitudes and
anxieties as two factors which affect users' learning and
performance with interactive computer systems.
Specifically, it has been demonstrated that naive users with
negative attitudes toward computers learned editing tasks
more slowly and made more errors than did those with postive
attitudes.
Some students in Tobias and Duchastel's (1973)
experiment in computer aided instruction may have viewed
their situation as more evaluative than instructive since
test anxiety significantly affected the number of errors
made by students.
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Brown and Gilman (1967) found that attitudes and
performance correlations tended to be positive but small
(accounting for 20% of the variance) in computerized
instruction. They commented that students' attitudes were
usually only regarded as relevant to the extent that they
contributed or detracted from the goal of achieving the
highest possible performance in the shortest possible time.
Vroom (1964) found that high-anxiety states among employees
produced negative effects on work performance.

Attitude and Anxiety
An attitude is a relatively stable predisposition to
react in a particular way.

It is the product of

experiences, emotional processes, and learning.

It may be

either postitive (e.g., "I like computers") or negative
(e.g., "I do not like computers").

An anxiety, however, is

a pervasive feeling of apprehension or impending disaster
associated with the unknown.

The distinction between

attitudes and anxieties, in some cases, may be no greater
than the difference between the connotative and denotative
meanings of a concept.

For example, Oetting's (1983) COMPAS

attempts to assess an individual's anxiety toward computers
in much the same way other researchers might assess that
individual's attitudes toward computers.

Nickell and Pinto
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(1984) found that positive attitudes toward computers were
associated with lower levels of computer anxiety.

As a

consequence, the conceptual difference between "computer
anxiety" and "negative computer attitudes" may be largely
semantic rather than practical.

Use of the acronym "CA"

makes no distinction between "anxiety" or "attitude," and
the reader is cautioned against considering either
descriptor as more important in behavior toward computers.
The subjective projection of human characteristics onto
computers creates strong possibilities for a variety of
interactional phenomena, the domain of the social
psychologist.

"Social psychology is the study of how the

thought, feeling and behavior of individuals are influenced
by the actual, implied or imagined influence of others"
(Gordon Allport, 1924).
The construct of social facilitation and its
complement, social inhibition, are theorized to occur when
individuals perform tasks in the presence of others,
especially under evaluative conditions.

If the task is well

learned, performers are theorized to operate at a
facilitated level, runners for example, may run faster when
they perform before an audience.

If the task is not well

learned, the performance is likely to be inhibited: I may
type well in private, but make more mistakes while being
watched.
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The need to perform well before an audience has been
suggested as an underlying factor of CA.

Shneiderman (1980)

wrote that "anxiety generated by fear of failure may reduce
short term memory capacity and inhibit performance"
(p. 225). Slowed data entry, high error rates, an inability
to think clearly, frustration, and generally poor
performance attributed to CA may be due, in part, to social
inhibition because of the presence of an evaluative other:
the computer.

Performance on computers in computer centers

(compared with the use of computers in the home) may be
inhibited for novice users, while the opposite may be the
case for hackers and frequent computer users.
Quintanar et al. (1982) wrote "an application of social
facilitation theory suggests that the user might view a
human-like interactive computer as a potential source of
personal evaluation and thereby experience a sense of
apprehension and emotional arousal" (p. 214). They
additionally suggest that according to attribution theory,
"the user may be more likely to view a human-like computer
as responsible for events during the interactive sequence"
(p. 214).
Efficacy expectations have been shown to influence the
adoption of technology (Hill et al. 1985a) as well as to
affect enjoyment and performance.

Hill et al. found that
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personal efficacy beliefs contributed to behavioral
intentions and later the actual behavior of enrolling in
computer science courses.
James (1981) found that adults exhibited a need for
privacy, as they tended to be more inhibited and only use
the computer system when onlookers were not present.
Conversely, children did not appear to need privacy when
using the system.
Wresch and Hieser (1984) found that CA did not affect
desire to learn more about computers.

This argues for the

interpretation of CA as being composed of several related,
but independent factors, as espoused by Lee (1970).
Spero (1982) found that CA, which he categorized as
being similar to math anxiety, was dispelled when faculty
were allowed to "play" with the computer in the privacy of
their own homes.

At home they would have had the benefit of

privacy (i.e., no evaluation) perhaps a child to watch, etc.

Computers in Education and Testing
General Education
At a number of centers of higher education students are
now required to purchase personal computers.

Many states

now require course work in computers for high school
graduation, and many colleges are now listing computer
coursework as an admission requirement.
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Lawton and Gerschner (1982) have noted that the
computer can often assume a command position in the
interaction during computerized education. Although children
in general may find computers highly appealing, they found
that some children were more likely to benefit from
computerized education (CE) than others. In addition, Raub
(1981) noted that students in schools with computer
facilities had more interest in computers and computer
related careers than students in schools without such
facilities.
Wodtke, Mitzel, and Brown (1965) examined student
reactions to CE.

They found that many students enjoyed the

experience and reported giving more attention to the
computer than a traditional lecture.

However, 54% of the

sample (n=47 college students) reported being "slightly
tense" during the first session of CE.

The authors

suggested that while some students are highly motivated to
do well, some "get flustered by the machinery" (p. 329).
They reported that some students seemed "machine shy"
initially, commenting that they were afraid of making
mistakes or breaking the computer.

Of the 47 college

students in their experiment, 18 were studying audiology, 21
were in accounting, 7 were in mathematics, and 1 was in
engineering economics.

These are occupational groups

probably less affected by CA.
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Wresch and Hieser (1984) found that brief exposure (one
semester) to CE may actually increase CA.

They summarize

their findings by saying that for novice users, CE across
the curriculum "caused an increase in anxiety and a decrease
in students' sense of their abilities to cope" (p. 22).
Jones and O'Shea (1979) found that an on-line
computerized tutor was not used to its fullest advantage by
college students.

They found that the most influential

factors in using the system were totally unrelated to its
educational benefit but rather centered on potential user's
previous (bad) experiences, fear of using the terminal, or
embarrassment in using it in front of the other students.
According to Carrier (1979) a basic premise of
education is that people who differ with respect to a
particular characteristic such as an aptitude, an individual
difference variable, or a preference, may learn better from
alternative instructional methods, delivery systems or
strategies.

Carrier felt the apparent patience of the

computer was a beneficial factor for CE.

Certain

individuals, she wrote, find using technology particularly
threatening because they see it as being extremely complex
and perhaps unmanageable.

Loftus (1982) considered one of

the major problems in CE a fear of the machine on the part
of both student and teacher.
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Reece and Gable (1982) argue that placing computers in
schools is a waste of time and money if proper curricula and
laboratory experience do not support the development of
positive attitudes toward using these machines to facilitate
learning (on the part of teachers as well).
Research by Bellando and Winer (1985) indicated that CA
on the part of the teacher may affect computer education.
Their research suggests that many teachers may have negative
attitudes toward computers or computerized education.

They

noted that teachers' Holland types were incongruent with
those of fields related to mathematics and computers.

Educational Testing
Hansen et al. (1978) found that students took up to
10C% more time to take an interactive test on computers than
by traditional methods.

They found students' surprise at

the computer's responses to be the most troublesome delaying
factor.
Hansen and O'Neil (1972) attempted to provide counter
evidence to negative criticisms of CE.

They cited Barrett

(1968) who asserted that the frustrations caused by the
machine are neither trivial nor transient and that computers
have suffered physical violence from dissatisfied users.
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According to Quintanar et al. (1982), the more
anthropomorphic the computer seemed, the less honest it
appeared to the subjects. Human-like computers were also
seen as more responsible for user performance on quizzes.
Kulik, Kulik, and Cohen (1980) found that CE produced
small but positive effects on the attitudes of students
toward the subject matter.

However, if the students are

anxious about using the computer, this could increase their
anxiety about mathematics.
Tobias and Duchastel (1973) found that students
regarded computer aided instruction as an evaluative
situation apparently due to the constructed response mode
which was employed in their investigation.

Test anxiety

significantly affected the number of mistakes students made
during their instruction periods.

Psychological Evaluation
Vincent (1985) claims that psychologists can be on
"fairly safe ground assuming that any multiple choice format
for information can be automated and be comparable to the
standard paper-and pencil forms" (p. 2). He claims that
research to date shows that individuals prefer automated
testing to the traditional administration and standard
interviews by mental health professionals, and suggests that
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for illiterates the tests could be given with speaking
devices attached to the computer.

He did remark, however,

that psychologists should consider the computer as an
employee for whom the psychologist is ultimately
responsible.
Hedl et al. (1973b) hypothesized, but did not find,
that the computer rather than a human administrator would
reduce stress and anxiety in an intelligence testing
situation.

They found that state anxiety increased during

computerized psychological evaluation.

In addition, they

point out that retesting the same subjects may have
artificially inflated the relationships between computer and
human administered versions of the intelligence tests.
Attitudes were less favorable (pretest to posttest measure)
in the computer based than in the examiner based tests. They
point out that a program deficiency which continued the
testing after subjects reached a ceiling level added to an
increase of evaluative stress and state anxiety.
Even though greater standardization of tests should be
achieved via computer presentation, other procedural
considerations such as type of instructions, familiarity
with testing procedures, and the manner in which subjects
interact with the computer are important determiners of
affective reactions in the testing situation.
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Edwards (1984) reported on computerized psychological
testing.

According to the marketing director for

Computerized Psychological Diagnostics, whom she
interviewed, computerized evaluations may have an
interesting effect.

She writes, "Cyberphobia may infect

other situations involving first time users, but not
testing.

People who take the tests are more, not less open

with the machines.

Answers are given more easily and

quickly. 'The patient becomes more transparent'" (p.59).
Scheibe and Erwin (1979) described the tendency to
regard the computer as a neutral agent in socialization as a
mistake.

I believe to regard the computer as a neutral

agent in testing, especially psychological testing, is also
a mistake.

The reaction may be neutral for the majority of

people, but some may react to the computer quite negatively,
while others react much more openly.

In either case it

could be exploited beneficially, but the reaction is
different than that obtained via traditional methods and
should be considered as such.
With the ease of administration and scoring represented
by computerized psychological evaluations, it is
increasingly likely that such evaluations will be
inappropriately used in selection and other settings,
augmenting popular distrust of computers.
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Summary
Beginning with Lee's (1970) survey of American
households in 1964, information has accrued which indicates
that some individuals perceive computers with anxiety or
have negative attitudes toward computers. According to Lee,
one predominant factor in attitudes toward computers was a
view of the devices as human-like (apparently with human
foibles).

Research investigating the effect computers may

have as social stimuli (Quintanar et al. 1982) has also
indicated that anthropomorphism may alter our perception of
the devices.

Users who tended to anthropomorphize computers

also perceived them to be less honest or fair and more
responsible for test outcomes than did
non-anthropomorphizing users.

Anthropomorphism is

particularly interesting from a social psychological view,
creating new questions in the investigation of persuasive
communication, source credibility, and social facilitation.
CA may partially result from the more encompassing
phenomenon of resistance to change.

On the general societal

level, the cycle of resistance to change proposed by Watson
(1971) appears to describe the historical background of
negative attitudes toward computers.

The phenomenon may be

more prevalent than would be expected at this stage of the
resistance cycle.

For example, Getting (1983) wrote that
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his assessment instrument, the COMPAS, revealed a level of
CA which might be problematic for 10% of his sample of
college students.

A model of resistance to the introduction

of new technology within organizations provided by Mealiea
(1978) is readily adaptable to the specific instance of
computerization.

Such specific resistance would account for

many aspects of the phenomenon noted in the popular press.
According to the model, if corporate computerization creates
perceptions of reduced usefulness of valued skills, loss of
status, loss of control, or other "negative" psychological
states, the result could be negative tension states, fear of
failure, frustration, and anxiety.
At the individual level certain segments of the
populace, identifiable by age or sex for example, have been
suggested as more likely victims of CA, but these claims
remain a matter of supposition without benefit of empirical
support.

Scientific studies do suggest, however, that some

psychological differences may influence CA.

Individuals

with external loci of control may be more computer anxious
than those with internal loci.

A similar relationship may

exist between perceptions of lower self-efficacy and CA.
Bellando and Winer (1985) found individuals with higher
levels of CA were more likely to have social or artistic
Holland Types, while realistic or enterprising types were
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more likely to have lower levels of CA.

Weeter and Halcomb

(1986) found a significant negative correlation between
measures of CA and intelligence tests.

Statement of the Problem
While many measurement instruments for aspects of the
CA phenomenon have been developed, few have investigated the
actual effect of CA on performance in computer tasks.
Essentially, there is a risk of exceeding the usefulness and
predictive validity of such instruments.

Investigation of

the extent to which computer anxiety may hinder an
individual's use of computers remains to be conducted.
Increasing numbers of computerized psychological tests are
being produced without such information, however, risking
instruments which could incorporate biasing aspects and
which may produce questionable results.

Objectives
The research presented here used a screening survey to
produce a final sample of subjects not confounded by age,
sex, or computer experience levels.

Of primary importance,

the subject's level of computer anxiety can be categorized
relative to a large group of peers.

One of the most

important objectives of the survey was a comparison of the
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reported experience levels, COMPAS scores, CAS scores, and
anthropomorphic tendencies of males and females.
In the experiment, female subjects' performance on both
a paper-and-pencil and a computerized version of a mental
abilities test was assessed.

The objective was to examine

the effect of CA level on performance in a computerized
task, establishing a link between CA and performance.
Additionally, by giving two versions of the computerized
task, one more anthropomorphic than the other, the effect of
"human-ness" on performance was assessed.

These objectives

were tested by a series of formal hypotheses intended to
explore the parameters of the CA phenomemon.

Hypotheses
Hypothesis one
Of the individuals surveyed, males will report
significantly higher mean computer experience levels.

Hypothesis two
Of the individuals surveyed, females will report
significantly higher mean negative previous experience
levels.
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Hypothesis three
Using a MANOVA procedure, there will be a main effect
for gender, with females having higher COMPAS scores,
greater anthropomorphism towards computers, and lower CAS
scores.

Hypothesis four
Using a MANOVA procedure, there will be a main effect
for experience, with novice subjects having higher COMPAS
scores, greater anthropomorphism toward computers, and lower
CAS scores.

Hypothesis five
Using a MANOVA procedure, there will be a main effect
for valence of previous experience, with individuals
reporting negative experiences having higher COMPAS scores,
greater anthropomorphism toward computers, and lower CAS
scores.

Hypothesis six
Using a MANOVA procedure, there will be a main effect
for gender, with more females than males reporting negative
previous experiences.
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Hypothesis seven
Surveyed individuals who withdraw from the computer
managed introductory psychology class will have higher
COMPAS scores.

Hypothesis eight
Surveyed individuals who withdraw from the computer
managed introductory psychology class will have greater
anthropomorphism toward

computers.

Hypothesis nine
Surveyed individuals who withdraw from the computer
managed introductory psychology class will have lower CAS
scores.

Hypothesis ten
The correlation between course grades and COMPAS scores
with be significant and negative.

Hypothesis 11
The correlation between course grades and
anthropomorphism toward computers will be significant and
negative.
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Hypothesis 12
The correlation between course grades and CAS scores
with be significant and positive.

Hypothesis 13
_

_ Subjects in the experiment who receive the more

anthropomorphic version of the computer-presented test will
have greater performance decrements.

Hypothesis 14
Subjects in the experiment with high COMPAS scores will
have greater performance decrements than those subjects with
low COMPAS scores.

Hypothesis 15
The correlation between anthropomorphism toward
computers and performance decrements will be significant and
positive.

CHAPTER II
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Preliminary Survey
Although the survey described below was devised as an
exploratory screening device to assure sampling in the
experimental study, it produced a wealth of information
about students' attitudes toward computers.

The survey

methods and procedures are presented first, followed by
those of the actual experiment.

A similar order is followed

in the discussion of results in the next chapter.

Survey Participants
Fro- the approximately 1,000 students enrolled in
Introductory Psychology courses at Texas Tech University
during the Spring Semester of 1986, 699 were surveyed as
part of a general course evaluation.

Intra-group

variability of the 64 minority and foreign students who
completed this survey made meaningful interpretations of
their results impossible.

As a consequence, minority or

identifiable foreign students' data were eliminated from the
survey analysis.

An additional ten participants omitted

requested information or failed to complete the survey
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instruments and were also eliminated from the data base.
Such culling resulted in a survey sample of 625 students,
composed of 311 males and 314 females.

Survey Materials
The survey consisted of four evaluative instruments and
several demographic questions which were answered on a
separate answer sheet.

Students were asked to provide

information regarding gender, age, ethnic minority
membership (yes or no), and previous experience with
computers.

Previous experience was assessed along two

dimensions: amount and valence.

The valence of student's

experience was measured by the question:
(4) Would you describe your previous experience with
computers as being generally:
(circle one)
1
2
3
4
5
positive
neutral
negative
Amount of experience was assessed by the following
question:
(5) How much experience have you had with computers?
1
2
3
4
5
none
played
occasionally frequently
computer games
used one
used one
The four evaluative instruments were Oetting's (1983)
Computer Anxiety Scale (COMPAS), Nickel and Pinto's (1984)
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Computer Attitude Scale (CAS), a semantic differential
format questionnaire assessing anthropomorphism toward
computers developed by Quintanar et al. (1982), and
Speilberger's (1983) State-Trait Anxiety Inventory.
The COMPAS was specifically created to measure computer
anxiety.

It consists of 48 items.

Each item is a short

description of a possible interaction with a computer
followed by a five position scale between two adjective
anchors.

According to Getting, while the correlation

between the COMPAS and math anxiety instruments (.42)
indicates the existence of some relationship, the COMPAS
does not measure math anxiety.

Getting did not differenti-

ate his profile of computer anxiety scores in regard to
gender.

He claimed that while males and females may have

different reactions to stress and anxiety, scores on the
COMPAS indicate an equivalent level of anxiety in the
specific situation.

Internal consistency (using Cronbach's

Alpha) was reported at .96. The COMPAS was designed to have
high face validity and high content validity.

Since there

were no other measures of computer anxiety available to
Getting in 1983, the COMPAS's convergent validity was not
explored.

However, discriminant validity was examined using

the Suinn Math Anxiety Scale (MARS) and the Test Anxiety
Profile (TAPS).

The correlation between the COMPAS and the
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MARS was .42. Using various "kinds" of tests as the
construct for the TAPS, Getting found the following
correlations: "computer test" .70; "science test" .48; "math
test" .40; and "theme or term paper" .19. (Getting, 1983).
The 20 item CAS was specifically designed to assess
attitudes toward computers.

Subjects indicate their

agreement or disagreement on a five point Likert-type scale
ranging from -•I to -^5.

Nickell and Pinto (1984) reported

that males had a significantly more positive attitude set in
one sample but not in another, although the males were more
positive.

As an assessment of predictive validity, the CAS

was correlated with final grades in an introductory computer
class, resulting in a .32 coefficient.

Internal consistency

of the CAS was .82, and a split-half reliability test
produced a .75 correlation, which the authors found
sufficient, considering the length of the questionnaire.
Construct validity was assessed by a correlation (-.71)
between the CAS and the COMPAS.

A factor analysis of the

CAS revealed four major factors: freedom (benefits from
computerization), complexity, dehumanization, and control
(Nickel Sc Pinto, 1984) .
The semantic differential format questionnaire to
assess anthropomorphism toward computers was developed as a
part of a study of the social psychological implications of
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human-computer interaction.

It consists of 48 sets of

bipolar adjectives on which the subject is to indicate
agreement, using the overall construct of "computer."
The "state" portion of the State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory was designed to assess the amount of state anxiety
an individual might have at a given moment in reaction to a
specific condition, while the "trait" anxiety portion
measures the degree to which an individual may have express
anxiety as a more permanent and generalized personality
trait.

Procedure
All the students surveyed completed the instrument
battery on the first day of their regularly scheduled
classes as part of a general course evaluation of attitudes
toward the use of computers in the Introductory Psychology
program.

During the last 30 minutes of the first class

period, the administrator distributed the surveys and
explained that their purpose was to assess students'
attitudes toward computers.
remain anonymous.

All survey results were to

The students were invited to ask

questions concerning the nature of the survey.

After

completing the survey, the students were allowed to leave.
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Experiment: Method and Procedure
Subjects
The survey described above identified a population of
314 non-minority females enrolled in the Introductory
Psychology program at Texas Tech University.

In order to

achieve a representation of the full spectrum of computer
attitudes, students were selected on the basis of their
survey answers.

To reduce possible experience confounds,

survey respondents indicating they "frequently used"
computers (question 4), were not included as potential
experiment subjects.

Two individuals with "contradictory"

responses, (e.g., both high COMPAS levels and high CAS
scores) were also eliminated as potential subjects.

The

remaining individuals were notified of eligibility for an
experiment which would partially satisfy program
requirements and were invited to participate.

When roughly

equal numbers of subjects indicating "high," "medium," and
"low" computer anxiety on the COMPAS were recruited, that
phase of the experiment was ended. The result was 32 "high"
computer anxious subjects (mean COMPAS score = 115.13, s.d.=
6.97), 33 "medium" computer anxious subjects (mean COMPAS
score = 99.12, s.d.= 4.73), and 30 "low" computer anxious
subjects (mean COMPAS score = 79.40, s.d. 11.94).
individuals participating in the experimental study

The
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consisted, therefore, of 95 non-minority, non-foreign female
students enrolled in Introductory Psychology representing a
range of reported computer anxiety levels.

Materials
In addition to the survey information, the experimental
materials included two versions of the Wonderlic Personnel
Test (Wonderlic, 1978).

The first version of the Wonderlic

was the common paper-and-pencil short form mental ability
test used in many personnel situations.

It had a 12 minute

presentation time and consisted of 50 items. Two
alternative forms (Form 1 and Form 2) of the
paper-and-pencil version were used.
A second, "computerized," version of the Wonderlic was
created for presentation to the students via Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) RAINBOWS.

Gut of concern for

possible social facilitation effects, three such computers
were used to allow more than one student to participate at a
time.

All students were enrolled in a computer managed

instruction program for Introductory Psychology.

At the

time they received the computerized version of the
Wonderlic, they were familiar with reading text from VDTs
and operating a keyboard.

Ambient lighting, glare,

presentation format, contrast, and monitor position were
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carefully arranged to reduce possible distractions inherent
with use of computers in such situations (Farnsworth et al.
1986).
Two forms of the basic Wonderlic (Form 1 and Form 2)
were computerized.

Each of the forms was available with

different introductions: an anthropomorphic and a
non-anthropomorphic format.

The experimental manipulation

of anthropomorphism was intended to be subtle, with as
little difference as possible between the anthropomorphic
and non-anthropomorphic introductions.

The only

manipulation differences occurred entirely in the
introduction and explanation sections of the tests. For
example, both formats of the test contained a request for
the student's name, but the anthropomorphic version
responded "THANK YOU,

name

" while in the other format

the response was simply "THANK YOU."

This convention was

followed throughout the introductions, with the non-anthropomorphic format never using a "first person" form of
address for instructions to the student.

The anthropomorph-

ic version prompted the students with commands such as;
"READ THIS SCREEN CAREFULLY.

DO EXACTLY AS I TELL YOU.

NOT PRESS THE RETURN KEY UNTIL I TELL YOU TO DO SO."

DO
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Procedure
All students received a form of the paper-and-pencil
version of the Wonderlic during one of five initial sessions
scheduled at various times.

The two alternative forms were

distributed equally among students in each of the computer
anxiety levels.

After the 12 minute test was completed, the

experimenter explained the procedure for scheduling the
second session four weeks later, distributed course bonus
points and dismissed the students.
Later, during the second session, students were seated
at a computer terminal and asked to complete the
computerized version of the Wonderlic.

All students

received the alternate form of the paper-and-pencil version
they completed during the initial session.

The

anthropomorphic format was used to present 48 students with
the computerized version, while 47 students were introduced
to the test with the non-anthropomorphic format.
Approximately half of the students in each computer anxiety
level received the anthropomorphic format.
After the computerized test, the computer presented the
students with a series of questions designed to evaluate the
success of the manipulations.

These questions included

several open-ended response items, several Likert-type
response items, and the Quintanar et al. (1982)
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anthropomorphism questionnaire.

For this presentation (the

questionnaire was presented as part of the preliminary
survey) of the questionnaire, students were instructed to
consider the specific experience just completed rather than
computers in general.

These manipulation checks are

described in greater detail in the next chapter.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS

The Survey
Experience
Hypothesis one predicted more males than females would
report experience with computers.

A Chi-square test was

used to examine gender differences between experience
levels.

The five point response scale for question: "How

much experience have you had with computers?" had
questionable spacing between point descriptors and rather
than use the entire range of response levels, students
answering "1" through "3" were considered a "novice" group
while those answering "4" and "5" were considered
"experienced."

A large number of respondents (68%)

indicated they considered themselves "experienced" with
computers.

Chi-square did not exceed the critical value

(Chi-square (1,N=625)=0.82, £ >.25).

In the population

sampled, using the question's responses as described, males
did not report having had more computer experience than
females. Hypothesis one was not supported.
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Valence
A similar analysis was conducted to compare the valence
of previous computer experiences for males and females.
Hypothesis two predicted more females than males would
report their previous experiences as negative.

The

Chi-square value obtained exceeded the critical value, and
Hypothesis two was supported.

More information about the

analysis is contained in Appendix B.

In the population

surveyed, fewer females than males reported positive
experiences with computers and more females than males
reported negative experiences.

Table 1 depicts this

information.
The effect of gender and experience on CA.

A 2x2

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted
using gender and experience as the independent variables. A
MANOVA was used because the concept of "computer anxiety"
was considered too broad in scope to be measured
satisfactorily by a single indicator.

MANGVA's are also

commonly applied to determine overall significant
differences between identified groups.

Experience levels

"1" through "3" were categorized as "novice" and levels "4"
and "5" as "experienced."

Hypothesis three predicted a

significant effect for gender.

Females were expected to

report higher COMPAS scores, lower scores on the CAS and
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TABLE 1
Chi-square Analysis of Valence by Gender

Males
(n=311)

Response :

K-^)

2

3

4

5(-)

0

90

98

97

19

7

E

79

88

105

31

9

11

10

-8

-12

-2

0

68

78

114

43

11

E

79

88

106

31

9

-11

-10

8

12

2

(0-E)

Females
(n=314)

(G-E)

(Chi-squ are1(4, N= 625)=16. 73, 2 < .005).

higher levels of anthropomorphism.

Table 2 presents the

means and standard deviations for the dependent variables by
gender.

Hypothesis four predicted a main effect for

experience.

Individuals in the novice category were

expected to report higher COMPAS levels, lower CAS scores,
and higher levels of anthropomorphism.

Table 3 presents the

means and standard deviations for the dependent variables by
experience level.
Using Wilk's lambda as the MANOVA test criteria,
Hypothesis three, an overall effect for gender, was
supported ( F (3, 617)= 14.70, £ > 0.0001).

Similarly,
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Wilk's lambda was significant for an overall effect due to
experience differences (Hypothesis four) ( F (3, 617) =
32.74, 2 > 0.0001).

The gender by experience interaction

effect was not significant.

TABLE 2
Means and Standard Deviations by Gender

Gender

n

COMPAS
mean s.d.

CAS
mean s.d.

ANTHRO*
mean s.d,

MALE

311

90.13 21.10

75.23 10.00

-3.81 20.52

FEMALE

314

97.45 17.46

70.29

-2.41 21.80

9.47

* only 312 females completed the anthropomorphism scale

Post Hoc Investiaations.

Univariate ANGVAs were

conducted to investigate the nature of the significant
MANOVA results.

The COMPAS scores (computer anxiety) of the

female population were significantly higher than that of the
male participants.

Gender differences on the CAS (computer

attitudes) were also significant, with females reporting
fewer positive attitudes about computers.

The difference

between genders in anthropomorphism toward computers was not
significant: both males and females reported slightly
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TABLE 3
Means and Standard Deviations by Experience Level

Experience
L®^®^

COMPAS
mean s.d.

NOVICE
(n - 203)

103.36 15.43

EXPERIENCED
(n = 422)

CAS
mean s.d.
68.14

89.21 19.88

ANTHRO*
mean s.d.

8.28

-8.28 21.49

74.96 10.97

-0.61 20.57

* only 420 anthropomorphism scores were available because
two students failed to complete that portion of the survey.

non-anthropomorphic attitudes.

Table 4 presents the ANOVA

results for these variables.

TABLE 4
Gender Differences by Univariate ANOVA

INSTRUMENT

df

SS

MS

F VALUE

PR>F

COMPAS
error

1
8373.03
623 233490.54

8373.03
374.78

22.34

0.0001

CAS
error

1
623

3805.68
59104.87

3805.68
94.87

40.11

0.0001

ANTHRO
error

1
305.28
621 278325.73

305.28
448.19

0.68

0.4095
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There was a significant difference between COMPAS
scores for novice and experienced students, with individuals
in the novice category reporting higher levels of computer
anxiety.

The difference between average CAS scores for

novice and experienced groups was also significant.
Individuals in the novice categorization reported fewer
positive attitudes toward computers than experienced
students.

The level of anthropomorphism toward computers

between the two categories was also significantly different.
However, the data indicate that experienced students had a
slight tendency ( r (621) =.17, £ >0.0001) to anthropomorphize computers more than their novice peers.
was opposite the predicted relationship.

This finding

Table 5 presents

the ANOVA results for these variables.

TABLE 5
Experience Differences by Univariate ANOVA

INSTRUMENT

df

SS

MS

F VALUE

PR>F

COMPAS
error

1
623

27438.60
214424.98

27438.60
344.18

79.72

0.0001

CAS
error

1
623

6383.02
56527.53

6383.02
90.73

70.35

0.0001

ANTHRO
error

1
621

8048.28
270582.73

8048.28
435.72

18.47

0.0001
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The effect of gender and valence on CA.

Discrepancy

between the number of respondents at each valence level made
a multivariate analysis impractical.

Hypothesis five

predicted a main effect for valence of experience, with
individuals in the "negative" categories having higher
scores on the COMPAS and anthropomorphism questionnaire, and
lower scores on the CAS.

Individuals' responses to question

four correlated with COMPAS scores at £ (625)=.56, £
>0.0001, and with CAS scores at r (625)=-.54, £ >0.0001, and
with scores on the anthropomorphization questionnaire at
r(623)=-.29, p> 0.0001, which supports Hypothesis five.
Hypothesis six predicted an overall effect for gender, with
females reporting more negative previous experiences. A
Chi-square conducted for Hypothesis two showed more females
than males did report their previous experiences as
negative.
Class performance.

At the end of the semester, course

grades were obtained for the students surveyed.

Sixty-three

students surveyed on the first day of class were not listed
on grade rosters at the end of the semester and it was
assumed that they dropped the class before their names were
entered or that their names were removed from the rolls
before the final examination period.

These students were

categorized as the first of three groups.

A second group of
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116 students were included on the final class rosters but
had officially withdrawn or had simply quit taking tests.
These students generally had grades of less than 50 points.
The final group of students completed the course with a
normal range of grades.

Hypotheses seven, eight, and nine,

respectively, predicted higher scores on the COMPAS,
anthropomorphization questionnaire, and lower CAS scores by
students in the first and second group.

No significant

differences among the groups existed on the COMPAS, the CAS,
or the anthropomorphism questionnaire.

Therefore,

Hypotheses seven through nine were not supported.
Additionally, Hypotheses ten and 11 predicted that the
correlations between course grades and the COMPAS and
anthropomorphism questionnaire should be greater than zero
and negative, while Hypothesis 12 predicted a greater than
zero and positive correlation between course grades and CAS
scores.

The COMPAS and course grades were not significantly

correlated and Anthropomorphization and course grades were
not correlated; therefore Hypotheses ten and 11 were not
supported.

No significant correlation between CAS and

course grades existed for groups two and three combined.
Scores on the students' first computer-presented test were
also uncorrelated with any of the survey factors.

Likewise,

the survey factors were unrelated to the number of tests a
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student attempted before receiving the first passing grade.
Examining data only from those students completing the
course with a "normal" range of grades revealed a slight but
significant correlation ( r (446)= .11, £ <.01) between
course grades and the CAS.

Hypothesis 12 was not generally

supported, however, because of the absence of any
relationship between course grades and CAS scores in a
population including "dropouts."
Additional Information.

Appendix A contains additional

information about the variables measured in the survey and
their intercorrelations.

The Experiment
Order Effects
Students received the forms of the Wonderlic in one of
two orders: 1) form one on the paper-and-pencil presentation
and then form two during the computerized presentation, or
2) form two on the paper-and pencil presentation and then
form one during the computerized presentation.

To test for

possible confounds due to order (i.e., a difference in form
"suitability" for computer presentation) a split plot
factorial (SPF 2.2) ANOVA was conducted using "order"
(between students) and "mode of presentation" (within
students) as the independent variables (Kirk, 1968).
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Wonderlic scores were the dependent variable.

There was no

significant order by mode interaction ( F (1,189)«0.02, £
<0.8876). An order effect was therefore not an experimental
confound.

Manipulation Checks
Immediately after the computerized test presentation,
the computer presented the students with a series of
questions.

Some questions were intended to measure

attitudes about possible differences between the
paper-and-pencil version of the test and the computerized
presentation.

Additionally, some questions were intended

to serve as manipulation checks for differences between the
two versions of the computerized presentation.

The

questions were of three types: Open-ended response items,
Likert-type response items, and a computer-presented version
of the Quintanar et al. (1982) anthropomorphism
questionnaire.
The Anthropomorphism Questionnaire.

As a manipulation

check, students completed a computer presented version of
the anthropomorphism questionnaire (Quintanar et al. 1982).
The students had previously completed a paper-and-pencil
version of this questionnaire during the survey several
weeks earlier.

Scores on the first presentation correlated
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with second presentation scores at r (95)= .79, £ <0.0001.
Scores on the second presentation indicated an overall
tendency toward greater anthropomorphism, with an average
increase of 6.16 points (difference score s.d. = 15.60).
There were no significant differences in anthropomorphism
difference scores between students receiving the different
introductory formats of the computerized test. No
significant correlations existed between either the COMPAS
or the CAS scores and the change in anthropomorphism.
Therefore it was concluded that the anthropomorphism
manipulation failed.
Open-ended responses.

Using the computer's ability to

capture unstructured responses provided an opportunity to
gather general information about attitudes toward the
experiment.

students were asked to respond by typing their

answers to several questions.

In general, there was little

to distinguish the responses of students receiving the two
different formats of the computerized presentations.

As so

often occurs in the use of more traditional "follow-up"
questionnaires, 11 students chose not to answer any of the
questions and many more chose to ignore one or more of them.
The first question was: "Please indicate any aspect of
the computerized testing procedure which may have bothered
you."

Eighteen of the students receiving the
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anthropomorphic questionnaire answered "none," while 22 of
the students receiving the non-anthropomorphic questionnaire
responded "none."

In each group, five students indicated

that they did not like computers, typified by the response:
"I don't like computers at all.
comfortable with them."

i don't feel very

More students receiving the

non-anthropomorphic format responded to this question and
generally with more variety, including comments about the
impersonal nature of the testing (two responses), and
objections to rating computers on "human dimensions" in the
preceding questionnaire (six responses).
The second question, "Do you feel you did better on the
paper-and-pencil version you took previously or on this
version? Why?," indicated student's preferences for a
particular version.

After receiving the anthropomorphic

introduction, 17 students believed they had performed better
on the paper-and-pencil version, while nine answered
"neither," and 12 chose the computer version.

Responses

from students who had received the non-anthropomorphic
format included ten that felt they did better on the
paper-and-pencil version, 16 that indicated "neither," and
ten that chose the computerized test. The indication of a
preference for the paper-and-pencil version was typified by
this response:

"Probably the paper-and-pencil version, I'm
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more familiar with that type."

Some responses, however, did

indicate an aversion to computers: "I think I did better on
the paper-and-pencil version because the computer kind of
scares me."

A Chi-square analysis of the responses

indicated a significant difference (Chi-square(l,n=74)=4.07,
£ < .05) in preference patterns between students receiving
the different formats.

After receiving the anthropomorphic

format, students appeared more opinionated, choosing one
version or the other, with more choosing the traditional
paper-and-pencil version.

Alternatively, after receiving

the non-anthropomorphic format most students indicated the
"neither" category and no opinion polarization was evident.
The third question presented to the students was:
"What do you think of this experience?"

In the non-anthro-

pomorphic condition, eight students responded with "don't
know."

Fifteen students indicated they "enjoyed" the

experience, found it "interesting," "airight"(sic) or "OK,"
and four students indicated they liked using the computers.
A typical answer was: "It has been different.

I've never

had the chance to tell a computer what I thought of it
before, and even though it doesn't understand a damn thing I
say to it, it's kind of fun."

In the anthropomorphic

condition five students responded "don't know," while others
indicated they found it "fun" (nine responses), "liked" it
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(four responses), or that it was "OK" (four responses).

Two

students in this format condition indicated "surprise" at
taking the test using a computer.
The next question, "What aspects did you like?"
typically elicited responses indicating that some students
enjoyed the novelty of computer use and the chance to
interact with the machines.

In the non-anthropomorphic

format condition, responses included "having a chance to
play with the computer" (11 responses) and five responses
indicating a belief that the computer had somehow
facilitated the testing procedure.

In the anthropomorphic

format condition, ten students indicated they "liked" the
use of computers and three students indicated they found it
"quicker."
The fifth question: "What aspects did you dislike?"
also indicated a general positive response to the
experience.

Ten students in the non-anthropomorphic

condition responded "none," but three students indicated
they found the computer "impersonal" and four students
responded they disliked "using the computer."

In the

anthropomorphic condition, seven students indicated "none,"
two indicated "impersonal," and four indicated the disliked
"using the computer."

Two students in this condition also

indicated they did not like answering the questions on the
preceding anthropomorphism questionnaire.
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The computer then scanned the student's answers,
searching for the word "you."

If found, the student was

presented with an additional question:

"Please define your

use of the word "you" in answering the questions just
presented."

In both conditions, only 13 students had used

the word "you" in their answers to the previous questions.
Of these students, two responded they "didn't remember"
using the word, five students indicated they had meant "the
experimenter," and six students indicated "the person taking
the test."

None of the students indicated that they had

intended to refer to the computer.
The students then received the final open-ended
question:

"If you were responsible for marketing this

computerized presentation method of testing, what name would
you give it?"

The majority of answers were non-anthropo-

morphic names or descriptors such as "BrainScan," "Lets get
Personnel," or "Personal Personnel."

In all, 20 students

had non-anthropomorphic responses including the interesting
and perhaps "anthro-phobic,"
computer."

response "You can't name a

Several students, however, did

anthropomorphic names.

indicate

These ranged from acronyms such as

"PAT—The Personnel Aptitude test" and "PAT--Personnel
Achievement Test" to "Steve," "I myself," to "Cheryl...,
Jim."

One student responded: "I'm not sure, but definitely

an unmechanistic name, something personal."
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Likert-type response items.

The questions which were

presented to the student in this section of the experiment
are listed in Table 6, along with total sample means and
standard deviations.
Format Comparisons.

There were no differences

(significant at the .05 probabability level) between
students receiving the two formats of the computerized test
on any of the attitude items.
Anxiety Level Differences.

To examine possible

differences in attitude toward the two test presentations,
as mediated by computer anxiety level, the experimental
population was categorized as either "above the mean" (> 98)
or "below the mean"(< 98) on the COMPAS.

On question three,

the students rated how enjoyable they found the computer
version compared with the paper-and-pencil version.
Overall, there was a slight, but unreliable preference for
the computer version.

However, there was a significant

difference between the anxiety level categories.

Students

with COMPAS scores above the mean rated the computer
presentation as significantly less enjoyable ( F (1,92) =
5.44, £ <0.02) than the paper-and-pencil version.

The high

anxiety mean response was 2.73 (s.d. = 1.38) compared with
the low anxiety mean response of 2.07 (s.d. = 1.37).

Ill
TABLE 6
Results of Attitude Questions

In comparison with the paper-and-pencil version you took
earlier, how would you rate this version on the following
dimensions?
(1) FAIRNESS
more fair
N = 93

1

Mean = 2.92

2

3

4

5

less fair

4

5

less honest

s.d. = 0.99

(2) HONESTY
more honest
N = 92

1

Mean = 2.63

2

3

s.d. = 0.88

(3) ENJOYABLE
more enjoyable 1 2
3
4
5 less enjoyable
N = 93 Mean = 2.42 s.d. = 1.40
(4) PERSCNABLE
more personable 1 2
3
4
5 less personable
N = 93 Mean = 3.44 s.d. = 1.12
(5) When you think of this particular computerized
presentation, do you think of it as:
masculine 1 2
3
4
5 feminine
N= 93

Mean = 2.69

s.d. = 0.64

(6) How human-like did this presentation appear to you?
human-like 1 2
3
4
5 not-human like
N = 88

Mean = 3.48

s.d. = 1.10
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Test of a priori Hypotheses
The experiment was analyzed by use of a split-plot
factorial design in which the paper-and-pencil and
computerized versions of the Wonderlic personnel test served
as the repeated (within-students) measures.

The

non-anthropomorphic or anthropomorphic conditions and the
three anxiety levels were treated as between-students
variables creating a SPF 2,2.3 design (Kirk, 1968).

Such a

design offered the advantage of each student serving as her
own control.

Table 7 shows the results of this analysis.

Hypothesis 13 predicted an effect for "presentation
anthropomorphism" between the two computerized formats of
the Wonderlic, with greater performance differences for
students receiving the anthropomorphic condition.

However,

the format effect was not significant ( F (1,94)=0.37, £
>0.5).

Hypothesis 13

was not supported.

See Table 8 for

the analyses of simple main effects.
Hypothesis 14 predicted an effect for the computer
anxiety dimension, with "high anxious" student having
greater performance differences between the paper-and-pencil
and computer Wonderlic presentations than their "low
anxious" peers.

There is no main effect for computer

anxiety, that is, there is no significant difference between
students with different levels of anxiety when the mode of
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TABLE 7
Split-Plot Analysis Source Table

SOURCE

DF

SUMS OF SQUARES

F VALUE

PR>F

Between-subjects
A
B
A*B
error: SUB(A*B)

1
2
2
88

10.189
8.928
107.083
2420.743

0.37
0.16
1.93

0.5456
0.8513
0.1506

1
1
2
2
88

34.892
0.172
56.572
19.469
714.422

4.23
0.02
3.43
1.18

0.0426
0.8853
0.0368
0.3118

Within-subjects

c
A*C
B*C
A*3*C
error: C*SUB(A*B)

NOTE:
A = FORMAT CONDITION (anthropomorphic - non-anthropomorphic)
B = ANXIETY LEVEL (low, average, or high COMPAS scores)
C = WONDERLIC PRESENTATION (traditional or computerized)
Figure 2 depicts the B*C (anxiety by presentation)
interaction.

presentation is not considered.

When the mode of

presentation is considered, the results become much more
important.

An interaction between anxiety levels and

presentations was significant ( F (2,93)=3.43, £ <0.05).

As

Figure 2 shows, the low computer anxiety students actually
had an average performance increase of 0.68 points on the
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TABLE 8
Simple Main Effects Source Table

Source

df

MS

6.90
36.76
47.04
14.42

1
1
1
88

6.90
36.76
47.04
8.12

0.85
4.53*
5.79*

with Traditional mode (CI)
14.53
with Computer mode
(C2)
49.16
Within Cell error
3135.16

2
2
17

7.27
24.58
17.81

0.41
1.38

SS

F value

Between Presentation Modes (C):
at low anxiety
(Bl)
at average anxiety (B2)
at high anxiety
(B3)
error: C*SUB(A*B)
Between Anxiety Levels (B)

p < .05.

computerized presentation, while the "average" computer
anxiety level students decreased an average of 1.47 points
(.35 standard deviation units) and the high anxiety students
decreased an average of 1.75 points (.42 standard deviation
units).
Additionally, Hypothesis 15 predicted a significant and
positive correlation between anthropomorphism (as measured
by the anthropomorphism questionnaire) and performance
change for low computer anxious students.

However, personal

anthropomorphism was not significantly correlated
(r(30)=-0.24, p<0.20) with performance.

There was no
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relationship evident between personal anthropomorphism and
performance differences on the personnel tests.
Hypothesis 15 was not supported.

Therefore

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The topic of CA is usually relegated to media popular
with computer enthusiasts, seemingly with the goal of
reminding "computer people" that there remains a large
number of individuals unconverted to the wonders of the
computer age.

Not surprisingly, many people refuse to take

the issue seriously.

As an unfortunate consequence,

individuals who may already be disadvantaged due to CA
continue to be ridiculed and many practices which probably
heighten anxiety (and could easily be eliminated) are
continued.
Recently however, the topic has begun to appear in
serious journals devoted to issues of training, education,
management, communication and, of course, psychology.

Under

objective scrutiny, many of the factors suggested as
contributors to CA will undoubtedly be eliminated.

It is

possible, in fact, that the entire issue may ultimately
become no more than a historical curiosity as we continue
our apparently exponential expansion of computer use.
In the interim, however, many of the issues associated
with CA merit serious consideration.

In many instances, the

cavalier introduction of computers may have made education
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more difficult, further complicated already complex work
environments, and created subtle barriers for some people in
matters which could range from testing to employment
opportunities.

The consequences, to both the individual and

society, are clearly undesirable.

The Survey
In addition to identifying a potential population for
the experiment, the survey itself helped explore several of
the issues which have been raised concerning CA.

The sample

of college students is only partialy representative of our
society.

As a group, they would seem more likely to accept

changes and are both financially and educationally
advantaged.

They may be the least likely to experience

anxiety with regard to computers.

Among the general public,

the various reactions could be much more pronounced.

Gender Differences
Females, either through discrimination in educational
opportunities or through sex specific cultural processes,
are commonly depicted as more susceptible to CA than males.
Consequently, it was hypothesized that the females in the
survey would report less experience, view their experiences
more negatively, and have less positive attitudes toward
computers than their male peers.
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Experience.

With the sample categorized as either

"novice" or "experienced," no decrement for females was
evident.

While it is possible that males and females may

have different studentive metrics for experience, the use of
computers reported by females was no less than that reported
by males.

In the last few years, concern over the

disadvantages of computer illiteracy has caused many
education systems to adopt course work in computers as a
requirement.

At the college level, this recent change may

have effectively "mandated" a lower incidence of CA and
eliminated any experience discrepancies between the sexes.
To graduate from high school, or as preparation for college
admission requirements, both males and females in the sample
may have taken computer courses.

Additionally, some college

courses in which the students were enrolled may also have
been computer mediated. This would certainly help explain
why 68% of the sample indicated they used computers
occasionally or frequently even though females had reported
they enjoyed their previous experiences less.

Female

college students, at least on my crude measure, showed no
indications of inequitable experience opportunities.
Valence.

A significant gender difference in the

reported valence of previous experiences did exist.
Compared with males, female college students reported that
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they viewed their previous experiences with computers more
negatively.

Females were both under represented in the

"positive" experience categories and over represented in the
"negative" categories.

Whether females' previous

experiences actually were more negative or whether they were
simply less reticent about reporting their feelings is
impossible to determine.

Such ratings in the absence of any

experience decrement, however, lends credence to the
speculations that computers may be perceived as a male
domain.
Attitudes.

Compared with males, females had

significantly higher COMPAS (anxiety) scores as well as
lower CAS (attitude) scores. While it is impossible to
separate cause and effect, these findings and the negative
valence responses, certainly describe less than enjoyable
experiences.

In training situations, these attitudes would

interfere with learning and decrease any possible
satisfaction in human-computer interaction.

Experience Differences
Regardless of gender, the students who were categorized
as "experienced" reported more positive attitudes and less
computer anxiety.

In fact, the majority of respondents,

53%, considered their previous experiences "positive" and
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only 13% reported their experiences as "negative."

The

correlation between the experience and valence questions
indicated that as individuals reported greater computer use,
they tended to consider the experiences as more positive.
Contrary to prediction, the significant difference in
anthropomorphism between experienced and novice respondents
revealed experienced students as the more anthropomorphic.

Anthrooomorohism
Neither gender reported any significant differences on
the anthropomorphism questionnaire.

The instrument was

correlated with low anxiety and positive attitudes,
undermining the assertion that computers which appear
autonomous are more anxiety provoking.

Additionally, the

anthropomorphism questionnaire was negatively correlated
with the valence item (increasing scores are negative
values) indicating that college students who
anthropomorphized computers reported more "generally
positive" experiences.

Perhaps (in addition to contempt)

familiarity with computers creates a tendency to bestow
human traits on them fitting them to patterns of behavior we
find comfortable and predictable.

If a computer's

anthropomorphic responses are not viewed as threatening,
such a tendency would certainly be consistent with the
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positive correlation for experience.

Rather than

discrediting all "human-like responses" in computer
programs, a more reasonable goal would be the identification
of the situations in which they are positive and rewarding,
as well as those particular situations in which they become
suggestive of an uncooperative and perhaps malevolent
"Frankenstein."

Course Performance
An overall perspective of the possible effects of
computer attitudes can be gained when the final course
grades of the survey students are considered.

The final

course grade was predominantly determined by the sum of the
individual chapter test scores, but it also included class
participation, bonus points for participation in experiments
or for additional work, and credit for attending course
related events.

The directors of the introductory program

felt that such a composite score represented the education
gained from the course experience better than the sum of the
tests.

Using all the students surveyed, there were no

significant relationships between any of the factors
measured by the survey and final course grades.

Scores on

the students' first computer-presented test were also
unrelated to any of the survey factors.

Likewise, the
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survey factors were unrelated to the number of tests
attempted before the first passing score was realized.
Individuals who officially withdrew from the course, or
simply stopped attending, did not have higher COMPAS or
anthropomorphization scores or lower CAS scores. Apparently
CA was not a factor in continuing the course even though
most of the testing was conducted via computer.

Perhaps

uncertainties due to anxiety were sufficiently allayed
before testing began or were simply less important than
completing the course.

Whatever the cause, final course

grades were not correlated with the COMPAS, with the
Anthropomorphic instrument, or with the CAS.
When only those students who remained in the course and
scored better than 50 points are considered, however, a
slight positive correlation (r(446)= .11, p<.02) between CAS
scores and course grades is apparent, as is a slight
negative correlation (r(445)= -.11, p<.02) between CAS
scores and the number of tests attempted before the first
passing score was realized.

It is interesting to speculate

why the attitude measure had even such slight relationships
with course grades and the number of tests which the student
had to attempt before obtaining a passing score, while the
anxiety measure had none.

Perhaps anxiety toward computers

was a detriment only during the actual testing and only for
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a few of the students.

The composite course grade, however,

reflects such components as class participation, which could
be influenced by both positive and negative attitudes toward
the use of computers as the testing media.

Students who do

not perform well on computers are, after all, less likely to
enjoy them.

A Model of Computer Anxietv
Considered together, the combination of survey factors
allow the construction of a model for CA among college
students.

Anxiety, as assessed by the COMPAS, and

attitudes, as assessed by the CAS, actually represent
opposite poles of a bi-polar dimension, which has been
referred to simply as "CA" throughout this document.
Evidence for considering these two instruments as
contrasting measurements of the the same spectrum is found
in the intercorrelation matrix of the survey.

An

examination of Table 10 in Appendix A reveals that the
correlation for each survey factor with the COMPAS is of
similar strength but opposite valence with the CAS.
Considering these two instruments as a single dimension
(and averaging their correlations with the other survey
factors) suggests the model Figure 3 depicts.
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Trait Anxiety or some similar construct has often been
implicated as the basis for CA by authors in the popular
press.

While Trait Anxiety is related, the average

correlation of .17 accounts for only 3% of the variance in
the CA dimension.

Additionally, Trait Anxiety was

essentially independent .of any- of the other survey factors.^
The strongest relationship between CA and any of the
other factors is the average correlation of .55 with the
valence of previous experience accounting for 30% of the
variance in the CA dimension.

As valence scores became more

negative, anxiety scores increased and attitude scores
correspondingly decreased.

The relationship between the

quantity of an individual's experience and the valence
assigned to that experience is moderately negative (-.46)
according to the scales used for those questions.

This

indicates that as individuals gain more experience with
computers, their attitudes toward those experiences
(valence) tend to become more positive.

This attitude

change would be consistent with the theorized processes
inherent in both cognitive dissonance and systematic
desensitization.
The quantity of previous experience, however, accounts
for only 21% of the variance in the valence of that
experience.

Negative experiences during initial exposure to
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computers may either detract from the quality of additional
experiences or limit the amount of experience an individual
is likely to seek.

Whatever the mechanism, the quantity of

previous experience is less strongly associated with CA than
the quality of previous experience.
Assigning dummy variables to sex (0=male, l=female)
produces an average correlation of .22 between sex and CA.
Any theorized relationship between sex and CA drawn from
this survey, however, must consider the fact that a
significantly greater number of females reported their
experiences as more negative.

Partialing out the already

considered effect of negative valences from the sex and CA
relationship leaves a .16 correlation, accounting for
approximately 3% of the CA variance.
The relationship between anthropomorphism and CA is
apparently also mediated by the quality of previous
experiences.

Anthropomorphism scores were negatively

correlated (-.294) with the valence of previous experiences.
Removing the effect of valence from the anthropomorphism and
CA relationship leaves a -.25 correlation, accounting for 6%
of the CA variance.
The combination of these factors accounts for
approximately 42% of the variance in the CA dimension.
Considering the scarcity of previous research and the
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exploratory nature of this survey, the model should provide
an adequate basis for further, more focused, research.

If a

causal scheme similar to that proposed is accepted, the
results support an intuitive tenet: the single most
important factor in CA is the quality of an individual's
initial computer experiences.

These experiences must be

positive and reinforcing if the individual is to be "eased"
into the computer age.

As potentially anxious individuals

gain experience, the computer becomes less anxiety provoking
(Castenada, 1986) and the various affronts that computers
offer become less critical.

In the other circumstance,

where the individual has little potential for anxiety, it is
equally important that none be established during the
initial stages of experience.

The Experiment
From the 625 students who completed the screening
survey described above, 95 females were selected to
participate in the actual experiment.

The decision to use

females was intended to eliminate a possible sex confound
and was based on suggestions in the literature implying
females were more likely to exhibit CA.

These suggestions

were tentatively supported by the females' higher COMPAS
scores and lower CAS scores on the survey.

The experiment
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was designed to investigate possible decrements in
computerized testing resulting from CA.

In addition, a

secondary manipulation, "presentation anthropomorphism," was
included to investigate possible decrements under conditions
of non-anthropomorphic and anthropomorphic introductory
formats.

Anthropomorphic Manipulation
•

-

^

—

-

^

The anthropomorphic manipulation was designed to be
subtle, with differences occurring only in the wording of
the introductory section and the use of the student's name.
Apparently this manipulation was not enough to affect
students' perception of the computer presentations.

In

part, failure of this manipulation may be a consequence of
attempting to assess, with a general measure, what had been
a highly specific manipulation.

While students'

anthropomorphism toward computers increased from their
survey levels when measured after receiving the
computer-presented personnel tests, there was no significant
difference between groups receiving the two introductions.
While the anthropomorphic differences in presentation might
have affected the outcome of the more anthropomorphic
experienced users, the novice students used in the
experiment were generally unaware of the experience.

There
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was no significant correlation between anthropomorphism and
performance on the personnel tests.
Responses from the open-ended questions indicated that
many students viewed the computer presentations as a
pleasant diversion, which is probably quite different from
how they would view a similar presentation in an actual
personnel situation.

Students in the experiment with COMPAS

scores above the mean found the experience significantly
less enjoyable, however, than students with below mean
COMPAS scores.

Mode of Presentation
When students in the experiment were categorized as
having low, average, or high COMPAS scores, differences in
their performances between the traditional and the computer
presentation became evident.

Receiving the test by computer

presentation, even under the carefully considered conditions
of the experiment, computer anxious individuals' average
score suffered a decrease of .42 standard deviation units
(see Figure 2). On the average, individuals with high
COMPAS scores lost 1.75 points.

These individuals had an

average score of 23.00 points on the traditional
presentation, which is, in terms of normative groups, the
"minimum score" for a draftsman, receptionist, or general
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office worker.

On the computer presentation, however, these

same students' average score was 21.25, the minimum score
for typists and clerical workers.
Comparing these scores with Wonderlic's large normative
sample (n=252,253) again emphasizes the disadvantage highly
anxious individuals face when tested by computer.

With a

traditional presentation, the highly anxious students'
average score of 23.00 points was above the mean (21.77) of
the normative sample, but testing via computer resulted in a
mean score of 21.25 points, below the mean of the normative.
In personnel selection situations with large applicant
pools, a common heuristic is to disregard any applicant
scoring below a normative group mean.

If this experiment

had been such a situation, the use of the computer-presented
personnel test would have introduced a non-random source of
error unfairly eliminating many of the students.

Figure 4

shows how CA might have discriminated against some of the
"applicants."
Only two-thirds of the sample were average or highly
anxious individuals.

However, using the sample mean score

on the traditional version (22.80) as a "minimum score" for
inclusion in the selection process, 9% of the students would
now score below that point on the computer presented
personnel test.
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Further Research
It should now be obvious that the CA phenomenon
deserves serious attention.

This experiment has shown that

CA can create a non-random performance decrement for
individuals on personnel tests.

However, it is reasonable

to expect task specific anxiety with new technology or the
radical change in workplace characteristics that the
computer represents.

Obviously, additional research is

necessary to explore the generalizability of these findings.
Additional instrument development must now be conducted to
account for the population parameters of the phenomenon.
Other populations (e.g., males, non-students, ethnic groups,
other cultures, older individuals) should now examined.
Rather than a gender specific phenomenon, the performance
decrement seen here in female students is likely to be only
one example.

However, it is also likely that the nature of

the CA and performance relationship may differ from group to
group.

The role of experience, especially negative

experience, has been indicated as a strong factor in CA, and
it would be interesting and profitable to investigate the
nature of early negative experiences.

Continuing experience

may be qualitatively and quantitatively different for low
and high anxious individuals.

It may well be that a simple

computer characteristic such as apparent anthropomorphism
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may significantly alter the rate of desensitization
computers for highly anxious individuals.

Simply playing an

easy computer game might be sufficient experience to alter
performance on a specific computer task.

In light of the

anecdotal material prevalent in the literature, experience
on one type of task, for example word processing, may not
transfer to another type of computer task, such as
statistical analysis.

These and other questions could be

easily examined. With the accessability of this literature
review and survey, hopefully such research will be
encouraged.

Conclusion
The anthropomorphic manipulation was included in the
experiment because it was a hypothesized cause of the
negative attitude factor of CA (e.g., a perceived loss of
control).

As is often the case with theory, objective

experimentation revealed a misconception.

As shown in Table

10 (Appendix A) anthropomorphism toward computers, contrary
to prediction, was negatively correlated with the COMPAS and
positively correlated with the CAS and experience.

The

anthropomorphic nature of many programs could have been
easily eliminated had it proved a factor in CA, but with the
present findings additional research is needed to examine
its role as a possible anxiety mediator.
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The American Psychological Association (1986) has only
recently addressed itself to the issues of computerized
testing in a pamphlet entitled "Guidelines for ComputerBased Tests and Interpretations."

Guideline number 16, in

particular, reminds psychologists that the equivalence of
computerized tests should be carefully established before
using norms or cutting scores based on conventional
versions.

Their discussion includes the following

information: "At present some tests in some situations show
differences; others do not.

As the literature expands,

generalizations presumably will permit accurate expectations
of the effect of presentation mode" (p. 19).
The combined results of this experiment and the survey
indicate such guidelines are indeed needed, but probably
insufficient to protect some individuals from inaccurate
assessment by computerized testing.

While the guidelines

serve to alert users to possible differences in presentation
mode, they seem to imply that any differences are due to
mechanical factors, failing to consider the effect of an
individual's attitudes toward computers as a possible
confound.

If this view of computerized testing persists,

computer anxious individuals may be disadvantaged by
computerized testing.
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Gender differences in CA, at least on questionnaires,
would seem to necessitate testing for separate norms or
pretest screening for many computer applications.

A

singularly important factor, the quality of previous
experience, is easily assessable, and failure to do so
should be inexcusable.

Obviously, more research is required

to support these findings.

More research, using different

segments of society, is also needed to determine whether
females and other affected groups face biased opportunities
for computer experience.

If such conditions exist and are

persistent, they may create a perpetuating cycle of
discrimination.

Computer illiteracy for any segment of the

population limits their social and economic futures.

Even

now, many individuals may be less able to enjoy the benefits
of computers, ranging from automated banking to intra-office
communication, due to the invisible stigma of CA.

If the

United States were to implement computer assisted voting,
for example, or even begin polling public opinions via
computer, the results would be misleading, and, at worst,
discriminatory.
The concerns and results voiced by this study are
particularly interesting when considered in a global
context.

The results reported here were gathered from

American college students, who may be the least anxious
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about technology in the world.
the U.S.

Vine (1985) reported that

"demonstrates the highest levels of utilization

and the most positive attitudes about information processing
systems" (p. 23).

It is conceivable that any gender or

ethnic disadvatages, either social or economic, in
communication, in employment, in education, or in testing
situations, is even more detrimental in other countries.
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY: MEANS AND STANDARD
DEVIATIONS AND INTERCORRELATIONS

TABLE 9
Survey Means and Standard Deviations

Variable

N

Mean

standard

minimum

maximum

deviation

value

value

Age

625

19.37

2.22

17.00

43.00

Valence

625

2.37

1.05

1.00

5.00

Experience

625

3.70

1.87

1.00

5.00

COMPAS

625

93.81

19.69

40.00

138.00

CAS

625

72.75

10.04

31.00

100.00

Anthro

623

-3.11

21.17

-76.00

75.00

State

625

36.55

10.19

0.00

73.00

Trait

625

44.03

4.87

32.00

64.00

Course

558

66.74

24.42

1.10

105.00

151

152
TABLE 10
Survey Intercorrelations

sex

age

vale

exp

COMPAS

CAS

anthro

sex

1.000

age

N/S

1.000

vale

.149

-.145

1.000

exp

N/S

N/S

-.457

1.000

.186

117

561

-.337

1.000

-.246

189

543

319

-.600

1.000

anthro

N/S

N/S

294

170

-.318

.414

1.000

trait

N/S

N/S

N/S

N/S

.148

-.186

N/S

COMPAS
CAS

Note:
Age
Valence
Experience
COMPAS
CAS
Anthro
Trait

trait

age of the student on the survey date.
Question 3 on the survey.
Question 4 on the survey (as presented).
scores on the Computer Anxiety Scale,
scores on the Computer Attitude Scale.
scores on the Anthropomorphism questionnaire
'trait' scores on the State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory

All correlations reported were significant at the 0.05
level or better. Only 623 data points were available for
anthropomorphism variable, all other correlations were
computed using 625 data points.

1.000

APPENDIX B
CHI-SQUARE RESULTS

TABLE 11
Chi-square for Gender and Experience

Gender
M
A
L
E
S

F
E
M
A
1 ,

valence
{^)

0

E

G-E

(G-E)2

(G-E)2/E

1

90

79

11

121

1.53

2

98

88

10

100

1.14

3

97

105

-8

64

.61

4

19

31

-12

144

4.65

(-)

5

7

4

.44

(*)

1

68

79

-11

121

1.53

2

78

88

-10

100

1.14

3

114

106

8

64

.60

4

43

31

12

144

4.65

(-) 5

11

9

2

4

.44

625

0

625

9-2

153

16.73

